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We want to first wish everyone a Happy and Healthy 2018. The current catalog is the largest that we have ever 
produced. Our major auction has a record number of lots, our sale section had to be shortened substantially to 
accomodate the auction, it will be back in full form next month.

We want to thank our many loyal consignors and bidders for making this auction possible. The auction contains a 
startling diversity of great material throughout. Of course there are great and rare baseball cards and autographs, but 
this auction also has perhaps our best offerings ever of golf autographs, boxing autographs, baseball memorabilia 
and among our best offerings of single and team signed baseballs.

The auction begins with ten terrific lots. We are proud to offer two T206 Hall of Famers with rare Lenox backs, 
Ty Cobb and Joe Tinker. A terrific lot of 365 different collector grade T206s follows, after this is a remarkable very 
near-set of 1948 Leafs and a fresh 1952 Topps Mickey Mantle Rookie PSA 1.5. We have Willie Mays’s original  
1966 player contract, an amazing 1941 large format Babe Ruth display piece, Cy Young’s hand signed driver’s license 
a profoundly rare Ross Youngs (D’1927 at age 40) signed 8x10 photo and a fine 1934 Yankees team ball.

Taking a deep breath, we move onto baseball card sets and lots. Notable items here include a 1907 Grignon Cubs 
Complete Postcard set, rare near-sets of 1953 Esskay Meats, 1953-1955 Hunters Weiners, our usual offerings of 
Topps and Bowman sets from 1948 up and some better wax and vending cases from the early 1980s.

Special items within baseball singles include PSA 8 and SGC 7 Old Judge cards, a great offering of the Cubs from 
the 1908 Rose Postcard set, Brunners Bread cards of Nap Lajoie and Honus Wagner, a beautiful S110 Silk Premium, 
several 1948 Leaf short-prints including a Hal Newhouser PSA 6, a 1951 Bowman Mickey Mantle Rookie PSA 2.5, 
rare 1961 Franklin Dairy and Clover Leaf full milk cartons, a 1962 Topps Mantle PSA 8 and a run of 1969 Topps 
Super Proofs with all of the keys.

Baseball autographs contains a wonderful run of slabbed signed Callahan cards, with note to Hornsby, Lajoie, Nichols 
and Wagner. We have a Thurman Munson signed Rookie Card, a stunning Roberto Clemente 3x5, a gorgeous 
Lou and Eleanor Gehrig signed cut, a Mint 1940 Babe Ruth cut, a stunning Roberto Clemente signed photo, a great 
Ty Cobb HOF Induction signed 8x10, a profoundly rare Hughie Jennings signed photo, three rare Mickey Mantle 
signed photos and a truly stunning Babe Ruth signed 8x10 publicity still from The Pride of The Yankees.

Other notable items include a superb Honus Wagner signed photo, a Wilbert Robinson signed 1930 player contract 
and letter, an amazing 1918 Ty Cobb TLS, a superb Johnny Evers 1910 TLS, and a John McGraw ALS among other 
great letters. 

Basketball collectors will see quality 1948 Bowman lots, a remarkable offering of the great 1950 Scott’s Potato Chips 
issue with keys Mikan and Kundla offered as singles and a gorgeous Alcindor RC PSA 8. There is also a rare 
1976-77 Topps signed Pete Maravich card among much more. Boxing collectors will see some great Ali items, 
including three vintage Cassius Clay autographs from the 1960s. There is also an 1893 PERIOD SIGNED 
Jim Corbett signed cabinet card and a gorgeous James Jeffries signed 8x10.

Football collectors will see many key slabbed cards, a few sets and many desirable autographed items including the 
earliest known Jim Brown autograph, a terrific Vince Lombardi signed 1963 player contract with extensive 
handwritten notations and two Curly Lambeau items. Golf collectors will see several desirable signed books, includ-
ing Bobby Jones, a Hilton Smith 8x10 and a terrific Ryder’s Cup signed with Payne Stewart.

Collectors of single signed baseballs will see a double-signed Ken Boyer, a superb Fidel Castro, Roberto Clemente, 
Ty Cobb, a Hank Greenberg single from 1938, a superb Lefty Grove, Walter Johnson, rare Mickey Mantles (#6, 
514/35 and Mickey Charles Mantle), Thurman Munson, Satchel Paige from 1950 and two 1920s Babe Ruths. 

Team ball collectors will see Yankee team balls from 1924, 1925, 1931, 1934, 1937, 1955, 1956 & 1961 among 
others. We have several great Munson team balls, including clubhouse free 1976 and 1977 Yankee team balls and 
1974 and 1976 All Star team balls. 

Baseball memorabilia closes out the auction very well. We have a 1955 Yoo Hoo Mantle/Berra sign, Phil Niekro’s 
1973 game jersey, fine press pins, top condition Hartlands, strong bats both signed and game used and the second 
half of Wes Chamberlain’s personal collection.

Letter To Readers

Happy Bidding  Clean Sweep Auctions  99 Seaview Blvd #350
 Port Washington New York 11050  Phone 516 625 0900 Fax 516 625 0902

email: info@cleansweepauctions.com  web: cleansweepauctions.com
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Clean Sweep Auctions #250
CLOSES Wednesday January 31

at 11 PM EST w/ the ten minute rule
cleansweepauctions.com

info@cleansweepauctions.com
99 Seaview Blvd Suite 350 

Port Washington, New York 11050 
(516) 625 - 0900 FAX: (516) 625 - 0902 

9 AM - 5 PM EST Monday - Friday
****

Rules of the Auction:
1. ALL SALES ARE FINAL. PLEASE CHECK OUR WEB SITE OR CALL FOR ADDITIONAL DETAILS. NO DESCRIPTIONS ON THE FINAL DAY. 

2. A BID MUST BE PLACED ON ANY SPECIFIC LOT PRIOR TO 6 PM EST ON THE FINAL DAY OF THE AUCTION IN ORDER TO BID 
ON THAT LOT AFTER THAT TIME. IN OTHER WORDS, YOU MUST PLACE BIDS ON EACH AND EVERY ONE OF YOUR LOTS 
BY 6 PM EST OF THE FINAL DAY OF BIDDING. THE ENTIRE AUCTION CLOSES AT THE SAME TIME.

3. VIP BIDDING:  IF YOU BID ON 10 OR MORE DIFFERENT LOTS, YOU ARE EXCLUDED FROM THIS RULE AND CAN BID ON ANY LOT 
IN THE AUCTION AFTER THAT TIME. PLEASE FEEL FREE TO CALL US WITH ANY QUESTIONS ABOUT THESE RULES.

4. There is a 20% buyers premium added to the final selling price* (see rule 16).
5. Successful bidders will be invoiced by email ONLY. Payment is due no later than 7 days after the auction.
6. Bidding increments will be by 10%. To top a $200 bid, one must bid $220. Tie bids to go only to a prior max bid, as do short bids below 10%.
7. New York Residents must pay 8.625% sales tax.
8. We reserve the right to reject bids by any bidder.
9. By placing a bid, you are agreeing to a contract. This is a legally binding contract to purchase the item if you’re the winning bidder. You are responsible 
for reading the description & to view any images. ALL LEGAL FEES AND EXPENSES ARE TO BE PAID IN CONNECTION WITH COLLECTION.
Any disputes will be resolved in New York State court only.
10. Payment must be by check or money order. Personal checks from new customers or unusual spending patterns will be held 10 business days. 
We do not accept credit cards or paypal. Starter checks AND CREDIT CARD CONVENIENCE CHECKS are not an acceptable form of payment.
11. Names of re-neggers will be published in all future auctions and correspondence. Please do not embarrass yourself.
12. Some lots may have updated descriptions, please consult our web site www.csauctions.com for any changes.
**13. Clean Sweep cannot be held responsible for changes in the opinions of authenticators beyond 60 days from the close of the auction.
In addition, Clean Sweep will not be held accountable for opinions of authenticators other than JSA. Please have anything checked before bidding 
if you want an opinion beyond that of JSA. ALL JSA LETTERS ARE AUCTION STYLE LOAS UNLESS NOTED OTHERWISE.
14. Framed items are shipped as-is and Clean Sweep is not responsible for damage to the frame.
15. BIDS PLACED AFTER 1:30 AM EST ARE SUBJECT TO A 5% ADDITIONAL BUYERS PREMIUM, 10% AFTER 2:30 AM EST; 
MAXIMUM BIDS PLACED BEFORE THIS TIME ARE EXEMPT FROM THIS.
16. A few lots are subject to a reserve; these will be clearly noted on our web site and the auctioneer may bid up to the bid below the reserve amount.
17. Larger autograph lots (10 or more pieces) can contain some secretarial signatures and such.
18. When a numerical grade is provided for an autographed item, we are only rating the darkness of the autograph, NOT the condition of the item 
on which it is signed.
*19. Clean Sweep is not responsible for replacement value of any items not specifically mentioned in the description beyond the per item value of 
the lot (ie anything in a 100 item lot that sold for $1,000 is valued at $10 unless specifically mentioned in the description).
*20. SMR values are very approximate and not guaranteed, please recheck anything based on our itemization of the lot (a list will be provided upon 
request to any bidder if not on our web site).
 

Reneggers From Previous Auctions:

Ginger Myatt       Michael Oasheim  Jay  Fabrikant    James Larsen
1681 Union Road      25445 Via Escovar  6019 Agatha Christie Ave  1100 E Commerce
Dickson TN 37055      Valencia CA 91355  Las Vegas  NV 89131  Slinger WI 53086 
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1 1909 T206  Cobb Red Background (Lenox back!)  ..................................... 3000
Among the rarest of all T206 backs, the Lenox backs are revered by collectors of this issue. The com-
bination of a Ty Cobb front with a Lenox back is truly special and rare. There are only six of these 
that have ever been slabbed by PSA, a remarkably small number given the popularity of this issue 
among graded card collectors. Fresh to market, the offered card earns its 1 grade with a tackhole 
above Ty Cobb’s head by the top border. With that clearly disclosed, the card does happen to have 
rich color and a very fine image. The color is bright and original, the image of Ty Cobb displays 
quite well. The crucial back is generally clean, save for the tackhole, which looks a lot better on the 
back than the front for whatever reason. This is among the very best combinations one could ever 
hope to find on a T206 card, these seem almost criminally undervalued compared to what generic 
green Cobbs from this set have been trading for of late. Who wants add a truly rare and special 
Ty Cobb card to their collection?

January 31 Auction: Top Ten Lots
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2 1909 T206  Tinker Bat On Shoulder (Lenox back!)  ..................................... 3000
Among the rarest of all T206 backs, the Lenox backs are revered by collectors of this issue. The com-
bination of a HOFer front with a Lenox back is truly special and rare. A nice VG-Ex 4, this will be 
one of the highest graded combinations in circulation. A very attractive card, this is reasonably well 
centered with mild, even corner wear, good color, clean borders and crucially, a very nice back. A 
corner line by the lower right corner is the only real distraction here. Only four of these have been 
graded by PSA, the highest being a 3, so this may well be the nicest example in circulation. A very 
pricey card, a PSA 3.5 that is clearly inferior to this card sold for over $11,000 last year. Who wants 
to own one of the nicer Lenox back cards with a HOFer on the front?

January 31 Auction: Top Ten Lots
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3 1909 T206  365 different w/Cobb, Mathewson & Young GVG ............................. 5000
T206s continue to be perhaps the hottest of all vintage cards right now. Fresh lots are so hard to 
find, complete sets are so cumbersome now with slabbing. Offered is something very special, a 
terrific run of 365 different cards, with many stars. The condition does vary, some cards of course 
could be deemed trimmed by the grading services, but overall this is a well collected low to mid-
grade collection. There are no rare backs, the condition of the backs vary as is typical for the grade. 
This lot is notable for the inclusion of 25 different Southern Leaguers, please note six are much 
cleaner than the others. The lot also offers a hefty 37 different HOFers and 14 variations/better 
cards (G. Brown Washingon, Titus, all five Chase variations etc). Of the balance of the set, again 
condition varies but there are 85 or more cards that are much cleaner than the rest, cards that could 
well grade 3s - 4s, maybe even a handful of 5s on the right day, these are very nice cards. An exact 
inventory will be on our website. The HOFers and other better cards in the lot are as follows (the 25 
Southern Leaguers will be noted on our web site): Baker, Beckley, Bender (pitching, trees), Bender 
(portrait), Bresnahan (with bat), Brown (Washington), Brown (Cubs on Shirt), Brown (Portrait), 
Chance (batting), Chance (portrait, yellow bkd), Chase (holding trophy), Chase (portrait, blue 
bckgrnd), Chase (portrait, pink bckgrnd), Chase (throwing, dark cap), Chase (throwing, white cap), 
Chesbro, Clarke (Pitts, portrait), Cobb (portrait, red bckgrnd), Collins (Minn), Davis (Chicago), 
Duffy, Evers (w/bat, Cubs on shirt), Griffith (batting), Huggins (hands at mouth), Huggins (por-
trait), Jennings (both hands showng), Jennings (portrait), Joss (hands at chest), Joss (portrait), Kee-
ler (portrait), Keeler (with bat), Kelley, Lundgren (Kansas City), Marquard (hands at thighs), Mar-
quard (pitch follow through), Mathewson (dark cap), McGinnity, McGraw (glove at hip), McGraw 
(portrait, with cap), Merkle (portrait), Pattee, Pelty (horizontal), Powers, Reulbach (glove showing), 
Tinker (bat off shoulder), Titus, Wallace, Walsh, Willis (St. Louis, with bat), Young (Cleveland, 
glove shows). Unslabbed lots of this size and substance are almost unheard of in this market, it 
would be hard to do better than this as a starter set, this will save so much time and money versus 
doing these as singles or smaller lots. A dealer can of course do very well here too, but we hope this 
ends up in the hands of a collector who can finish the set.

8

January 31 Auction: Top Ten Lots
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4 1948 Leaf       Very Near-Set (-8) w/Paige & Original Album  ..................................... 9000
One of the hardest major sets of the 20th century to complete, it is amazing to see how few of these are on the set reg-
istry. A devious set designed to drive collectors crazy, this 98-card set has an amazing 49 different short-printed cards 
- half of the set! These short-printed cards are notoriously hard to find, which is probably why so few full sets ever 
come to market. The Satchel Paige card has been white-hot in recent years, with a public sale in October of a 3 for 
$24,000. The set is loaded with key cards, with many Rookie Cards and other desirable cards. The color design has 
always been very popular with collectors. The offered set is completely fresh to the hobby. We picked this up at the 
National Convention in Chicago, the cards were all in the original album (which is quite scarce and comes with the 
set). The cards tend to have photo corners from being in the album but others punch well above their technical grades. 
These are generally very attractive cards that appear two grades above the PSA grade in terms of eye appeal. There are 
no issues with the backs. The set is only missing 8 cards, with note to only keys Williams, Wagner and Henrich. This 
should be a fairly simple project to complete. An exact inventory will be on our web site. Some of the key cards have 
wrong backs, which is interesting given how variation obsessed this hobby has become, that people do not consider 
that a plus (imagine if these were T206s with such a variation!). The key cards grade as follows: 1 Joe DiMaggio 1.5 
(fairly well centered with great color and a great image, creasing keeps this at a somewhat conservative 1.5), 3 Babe 
Ruth 2 (beautiful image with rich color, the corners are not bad, several surface creases that do not crack the paper 
keep this at a 2), 4 Stan Musial 2, 5 Virgil Trucks SP 2, 8 Satchel Paige SP 2 (nice color, slight print, corners are about 
VG-Ex, some nicks of wear in the border keep this at a very nice 2), 11 Phil Rizzuto 2.5, 13 Casimer Michaels SP 2, 
19 Johnny Wyrostek SP Authentic (wrong back), 20 Hank Sauer SP 2, 30 Bill Goodman SP 1, 32 Warren Spahn 2, 
33 Harry Lowrey SP Authentic (wrong back), 36 Al Zarilla SP 2, 43 Eddie Stevens SP 2, 45 Ken Keltner SP Authentic 
(wrong back), 48 Johnny Schmitz SP 3, 51 Alvin Dark SP Authentic (wrong back), 54 Bobby Adams SP 2, 62 Eddie 
Joost SP 1.5, 63 Barney McCosky SP Authentic (wrong back), 66 Orval Grove SP 1.5, 68 Ed Miller SP Black Back, not 
slabbed, 75 Dom DiMaggio SP Authentic (wrong back), 78 Walter Evers SP Authentic (wrong back), 79 Jackie Robin-
son 2 (stunning color, perfect centering bright white borders, a nick by the top center and slight creasing keep this at a 
gorgeous 2), 81 George Kurowski SP Authentic (wrong back), 85 Dave Philley SP 2 mc, 88 Frank Gustine SP Authentic 
(wrong back), 93 Bob Feller SP Authentic (wrong back), 98 Hal Newhouser SP Authentic (wrong back), 104 Edward 
Stewart SP 1, 108 Matthew Batts SP Authentic (wrong back), 113 Emil Leonard SP 2, 120 George Kell SP Authentic 
(wrong back), 121 John Pesky SP 2, 123 Clifford Fannin SP Authentic (wrong back), 127 Enos Slaughter SP 2, 129 Kir-
by Higbe SP Authentic (wrong back), 131 Sid Gordon SP 2, 133 Tommy Holmes SP 2 mc, 137 Harry Walker SP 3, 
138 Larry Doby SP Authentic (wrong back), 142 Danny Murtaugh SP 2, 143 Dick Sisler SP Authentic (wrong back), 
144 Bob Dillinger SP Authentic (wrong back), 146 Harold Reiser SP 2 mc, 149 Henry Majeski SP 2, 153 Floyd Baker 
SP Authentic, 158 Harry Brecheen SP 2 mc, 160 Bob Scheffing SP 1.5, 160 Bob Scheffing SP 2, 161 Vernon Stephens 
SP 2, 163 Freddy Hutchinson SP 1, 165 Dale Mitchell SP 2 and 168 Phil Cavaretta SP 2. There is no easy way to do 
an SMR value with the wrong-back cards but it would seem that these would easily run $30,000 or more as singles as 
presented. The slabbed cards are all PSA. Who wants to take a shot at something truly special?

January 31 Auction: Top Ten Lots

9
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5 1952 Topps 311  Mickey Mantle                                                         PSA 1.5 ........................... 3000
The ultimate Topps card, these have been so hot in recent years. Completely fresh to market, offered 
is a particularly attractive lower grade 52 Mantle. This card has perfectly rich color, clean surfac-
es, nice borders, a perfect image of Mickey and a clean back. The corners approach VG and exhibit 
consistent wear. PSA was somewhat harsh here, I have seen many, many weaker cards in 2s and even 
2.5s over the years. There is a slight nick in the center of the left border, a fine surface crease by the 
lower right corner that does not crack the paper, and two other very, very minute surface wrinkles 
on the front. The back has a stray mark in the top border between the S in Charles and M in Mickey, 
it is otherwise perfectly clean. Despite these issues, the color and overall eye appeal sets this apart 
from nearly all 1.5s, and many 2 and 2.5s as well. The winning bidder should really enjoy this classic 
card that is particularly strong and attractive for the grade.

January 31 Auction: Top Ten Lots
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6  Mays, Willie 1966 Original Player Contract 9.5 ................................ 7500
Of all of the great baseball players to ever play, few can match William Howard Mays for his 
talent and wide range of skills. The greatest living baseball player, Mays played from 1951 - 1973 for 
the New York Giants, San Francisco Giants and the New York Mets. One of the most popular players 
to ever play the game, he is widely collected and beloved throughout the country. Always compared 
with Mickey Mantle as they came up the same year, Mays contracts and high quality memorabilia 
items are actually much scarcer than Mantle’s as there have been no family auctions, no team dis-
posal back in the 1970s or anything like that. Willie Mays original player contracts are truly rare 
aside from their amazing significance, and hardly ever come to market. Offered is a fresh piece, a 
wonderful 1966 original player’s contract. Fully executed, this was signed by Willie on February 
10, 1966 and Mays was paid $125,000 for the season. In addition a rider comes with this contract 
on San Francisco Giants letterhead; the rider defers payments on Mays’s contract through 1972 
and was initial W.M. by Mays and signed by League President Warren Giles. The contract itself has 
a gorgeous flowing period signature, this is a rare style of his autograph that hardly ever comes to 
market; the contract is also signed by Charles Feeney and Warren Giles. Mays hit 37 home runs with 
103 RBIs and a .288 average in 1966 with a WAR of 9. The contract itself is quite clean, this is an 
important and historic personal item from one of the handful of all time great baseball players. 
The winning bidder will be adding a truly unique, special and wonderful item to their collection.  
JSA LOA (full).

January 31 Auction: Top Ten Lots

11
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7 Babe Ruth/Others Signed 1941 50th Anniversary Of The Hot Dog 
    Document Grand Display (100+ sigs) 9.5 ................................ 3000
A great piece, offered is a 15 x 26 presentation scroll from a 50th anniversary dinner in 1941 hosted 
by the Baseball Writers Association of America celebrating the Harry M. Stevens company and 
specifically the hot dog’s relationship with baseball! The reads in part, The Baseball Writers of New 
York and their guests here...making obeisance to their oblong of succulence, the Hot Dog, which for 
a half century has been the backbone of our Great National Pastime. Dated January 14, 1941, this 
remarkable document is signed by over 100 dignitaries, not least Mr. Babe Ruth, and seven other 
HOFers: Bill Klem (rare, D’51), Ford Frick, Ed Barrow, Joe McCarthy, Larry MacPhail, Frankie 
Frisch and George Weiss. Other notables from the sports world include Red Barber, Paul Krichell, 
Harry M. Stevens, Horace Stoneham and Al Schacht. Readers of baseball writing from this period 
will recognize the signatures of Frank Graham, Tom Meany, Dan Daniel and Roscoe McGowen. 
This grand piece is presented in an enormous 46x36 framed display with the program from this 
dinner and a wonderful 19x10 panoramic photo from the dinner itself. The document itself has 
some general wear but still looks great. Baseball and hot dogs do of course go hand-in-hand, how 
great is to find something like this from 1941, a magical year in baseball history? The term muse-
um quality is often abused and stretched to the point where it has no meaning, the offered lot more 
than earns that moniker, a grand one-of-a-kind piece pairing Babe Ruth with Harry M. Stevens and 
baseball and hot dogs all together! JSA LOA (full).

12

12

January 31 Auction: Top Ten Lots
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8  Document  Young, Cy 1942 Driver’s License 9.5 ................................ 1500
Measuring out at 3 3/4 x 2 3/4, this is Cy Young’s Personal Hand Signed Driver’s License! A beyond 
cool item, this was issued to Cy Young by the state of Ohio in 1942. This retains its original color 
and has general wear from use, it displays quite well. Signed Denton T Young in dark and neat foun-
tain pen, how often do you ever see Cy Young’s signature signed Denton T or how often does he ever 
come up on a personal item like this? Cy Young is one of the greatest names in all of baseball histo-
ry, the offered lot is a truly wonderful and museum worthy item that can instantly enhance almost 
any collection to which this is added. JSA LOA (full).

9  8 x 10  Youngs, Ross (profound rarity) 9 ................................... 3500
A true showstopper, this is a gorgeous and perhaps singularly rare signed image of one of the most 
difficult of all baseball players. Ross Pep Youngs played for the New York Giants from 1917-1926, 
a career .322 hitter. Youngs tragically died in 1927 at only age 30 of Bright’s Disease. An autograph 
that is missing from even the most advanced baseball collections in the country, he is utterly impos-
sible to find on a single signed item. The offered lot is a terrific original wire photo, signed boldly 
Compliments of Pep Young in large and bold black fountain pen ink. The photo has some mild 
general wear and looks great. If you are working on a top quality HOF signed photo collection, you 
really should seriously consider this true show stopper that may never come to public auction again. 
JSA LOA (full).

January 31 Auction: Top Ten Lots
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10 1934 Yankees  Team Ball                                                                         7 ..................................... 2000
Very desirable Yankee team ball, this was the final Ruth/Gehrig team. The offered ball is a mildly 
toned and very pleasing OAL Harridge model, somewhat special as it is dated July 13, 1934 on the 
bottom of one panel. The ball offers signatures from 22 members of this team. There are an 
amazing eight different HOFers present, with a large and classic Babe Ruth on the sweet spot, 
a nice flowing Lou Gehrig in his usual spot on a side panel, Tony Lazzeri, Earle Combs, Burleigh 
Grimes in his only year as a Yankee, Bill Dickey, Red Ruffing and Lefty Gomez. The other 
signatures include Crosetti, Murphy, Allen, MacFayden and Saltzgaver. Manager McCarthy is 
clubhouse as usual. This is one of the nicest examples of this ball that we have ever handled. 
JSA LOA (full).

January 31 Auction: Top Ten Lots
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Baseball Card Sets & Lots

11       1907 Grignon Cubs Postcards
  Complete Set! (16 pcs)  ............................ 2500
One of my personal favorites of the early 20th century post-
card issues, the extremely popular 1907 Grignon Cubs set 
checks in at 16 pieces. These cards have a wonderful clean 
design with a vibrant green background, a large image of 
various literal Cubs on the left side and a player picture on 
the right side. The backs are standard postcard backs. The 
offered set is all graded by SGC, everything is a 1.5 except 
for Moran and Schulte. 14 of the 16 cards have period notes 
on the back, most are postmarked 1907, hence the low tech-
nical grades. The fronts, however, look terrific, with note 
to vibrant colors, crisp edges and excellent eye appeal. This 
substantial set features many members from the legendary 
1908 Cubs World Series Championship team (the first until 
2016), with note to HOFers Mordecai Brown and Tinker to 
Evers to Chance. Complete sets hardly ever come to market, 
we decided to keep this together to save someone the trouble 
of bidding on 16 separate lots.

12 1909 T206  107 different 
  w/HOFers & Southern Leaguers  GVG ............. 850
Respectable lot of lower grade tobacco, these range from 
Poor to VG+, averaging about GVG overall. There are no 
rare backs, the backs tend to be clean. This lot has no dupli-
cation, contains four HOFers, seven Southern Leaguers and 
secondary stars like Chase, Durham and Gandil. Collections 
like this are extremely hard to find due to slabbing, this is 
a good starter set or just a fun and affordable way to start 
collecting these beloved cards. An exact inventory will be on 
our web site. 

13 1911 T201  41 different
  w/Mathewson, Johnson & Lajoie    VG-Ex ................ 600
A great value in tobacco cards, this is missing only three 
HOFers. Condition varies from Good to VG-Ex, about VG-
Ex overall to our eyes but again with variance. The cards 
display well. Loaded with HOFers, including specifically 
the following: Baker/Collins Good, Bender/Oldring VG+, 
Bergen/Wheat VG, Bresnahan/Huggins GVG, Bridwell/
Mathewson VG, Byrne/Clarke VG-Ex, Chance/Evers VG+, 
Chase/Sweeney VG-Ex, Cicotte/Thoney VG-Ex, Dougherty/
Lord Ex, Falkenberg/Lajoie VG-Ex/Ex, Gardner/Speaker 
VG-Ex, Johnson/Street VG-Ex/Ex, Lake/Wallace VG-Ex and 
Payne/Walsh VG. T201s are among the very few remaining 
affordable tobacco-era card sets, these seem like an awfully 
shrewd buy in today’s market. This is a very substantial lot 
missing only nine cards, with virtually every key HOFer 
included.

14 1911 T205  71 different commons, 
  all Polar Bear backs Poor-Good ........... 500
More than 1/3 of this classic tobacco set in one shot, this is 
absolutely ideal if you building a lower grade set. Low grade 
but not abused, the backs have hardly any issues, creasing 
and corner wear tends to be the issue here. The cards gener-
ally retain very bright color and are reasonably consistent. 
An exact listing will be on our web site.

15 1930 Graded and Ungraded Vintage 
 Card Collection (26 pcs)  .............................. 100
Mixed lot with many stars, there are 13 PSA-graded cards. 
Content is as follows: T206 Burchell, McElveer VG, T205 
Latham (A. Latham) PSA 1.5, McIntyre PSA 3 mk, Phelps 
PSA 4, 48 Swell Gum Babe Ruth (4) w/#1 PSA 4.5, 59 Topps 
(7) w/50 Mays VG-Ex, 202 Maris PSA 6, 380 Aaron PSA 
Authentic, 470 Musial PSA 6, 553 Cepeda AS, 561 Aaron 
AS PSA 6, 62T 53 Mantle/Maris LL VG-Ex/Ex, 68T 373 F. 
Robinson AS Ex+, 75 Mini 568 PSA 8 and 75 Topps 7 Ryan 
LL PSA 8, 50 B. Robinson PSA 7, 450 McCovey PSA 8, 480 
PSA 9. The SMR of just the slabbed cards (without the Swell 
Ruth) is about $360.
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16 1933 Goudey Collection of 145 different 
  w/19 HOFers Good .................... 750
Low grade but not abused lot, the backs are generally clean, 
the fronts tend to have extensive corner wear and general 
wear on the low numbers. Condition ranges from Poor - 
GVG, averaging close to Good overall (but please keep in 
mind these are rough cards). An ideal starter set, these are 
not easy to find these days in a lot this size. Loaded with 
value, these better cards are included: 1 Bengough, 20 Terry, 
23 Cuyler, 25 P Waner (trimmed), 31 Lazzeri, 47 Manush, 56 
Ruffing, 60 Hoyt, 73 Haines, 76 Cochrane, 102 Jackson, 103 
E Combs, 107 Manush, 117 Maranville, 127 Ott, 133 Lind-
strom, 147 Durocher, 164 L Waner, 187 Manush, 189 Cronin 
and 217 Crosetti.

17 1934 Diamond Matchbook Silver Border
    Collection of 103 w/HOFers Ex-Mt ................... 270
Strong overall lot, these vary slightly. All have the strikers, 
some have stray marks on the back. Duplication is very 
slight, the HOFers are Bottomley, Cuyler, Hartnett (3 diff. 
colors), Durocher, Ferrell, Gehringer, Haines,  Herman 
(signed), Klein, Klem, Lyons, Medwick, Ott, Stengel, Vance, 
L. Waner and Hack Wilson. This is a very substantial offer-
ing of these seemingly quite undervalued 1930s cards.

19 1934 Ward’s Sporties Pins 
  Complete Set Ex-Mt ................... 700
Terrific 1930s pin set, these have a vibrant red background. 
Very scarce as a full set, these hardly ever come to market. 
These came from an incredible lifelong collection in Chica-
go, Illinois. Dizzy Dean has some slight cracking, Schoolboy 
Rowe some subtle scratches, the other six appear to be a 
strong Ex-Mt/NM overall. Please note the Jimmie Foxx and 
Charlie Gehringer pins are scarce. This is a very good lot of 
its kind.

20 1935 Diamond Matchbooks Black Border
  Complete Set (24) Ex-Mt ................... 200
Very attractive set has bright black borders and bright col-
ors. Condition varies slightly, averaging Ex-Mt to our eyes. 
There are an amazing 12 different HOFers out of the 24 
in the set. The set has real star power with Dean, Frisch, 
Hubbell, Klein, Ott, Stengel and Paul Waner. These all have 
the strikers, some cards have ink/pencil notations or slight 
stains on the backs.

18 1935 Diamond Stars
 Complete Set 1-96 GVG ................... 1000
A tremendous value in today’s market, offered is the basic 
96-card 1934-1936 Diamond Stars set. Notable for its 
quality artwork and unique images, there are an amazing 
27 HOFers out of the 96 cards! Not a bad set at all, the cards 
range mainly from Good to VG-Ex, averaging in the GVG to 
VG range overall. The cards do not have technical flaws, the 
backs tend to be clean, corner wear and/or creasing tends to 
be the issue here. The many star cards reflect the condition 
of the set, and are as follows: 1 Grove Good, 2 Simmons 
Fair-Good, 3 Maranville GVG, 9 Cochrane VG (cut short), 
11 Dickey Good, 14 Terry VG-Ex, 16 L. Waner GVG, 17 
Frisch Good, 18 Hafey VG, 27 Traynor GVG, 30 Manush 
VG-Ex, 31 Cuyler Ex, 36 Ernie Lombardi GVG, 39 Hubbell 
VG-Ex, 44 Hornsby Ex, 48 Ferrell VG+, 50 Ott VG-Ex, 54 
Greenberg Good, 60 Ruffing VG, 63 Jackson GVG, 64 Foxx 
GVG, 66 Medwick Good (ph), 74 Lazzeri GVG, 77 Gehring-
er Good, 83 P. Waner Good, 86 Crosetti  , 91 Harris Good 
and 95 Appling VG+.

21 1935 Goudey   Complete Set VG ........................ 750
Eminently affordable Goudey set, these are fun cards with 
four players per card. The basic set of 36 cards, these tend 
to have vivid original color and good eye appeal. Condition 
varies, it is not bad at all, these average about VG overall to 
our eyes. The key cards grade as follows: 6 Ott VG, 16 Ruth/
Maranville PSA 1 (tough grade), 17 Cochrane/Gehringer 
Good, 19 Paul/Lloyd Waner GVG, 22 Dizzy/Paul Dean 
GVG, 24 Cochrane/Simmons VG, 27 Cuyler/Grimes/Klein 
VG, 28 Dickey/Lazzeri/Ruffing VG-Ex, 29 Rick/Wes Ferrell 
Good, 30 Greenberg Good, 31 Foxx VG and 34 Jackson/Ter-
ry GVG. There are few better values in 1930s baseball cards 
than the offered lot that is loaded with HOFers.
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22 1936 R312  Complete Set GVG ..................... 750
Extremely attractive oversize set, the wonderful color imag-
es set these apart from other 1930s issues. Undervalued 
as the grading services love to hammer the grades, this 
provides for a tremendous value in today’s market. This is a 
very substantial set with a Joe DiMaggio Rookie and a bevy 
of key HOFers, including Honus Wagner, Rogers Hornsby, 
Hank Greenberg and Jimmie Foxx. The cards have photo 
corners from being in an album but otherwise have little to 
no creasing and display really well. The amazing assemblage 
of HOFers here is as follows: 10 Cubs w/HOFers GVG, 11 
Phil Cavareta, Stan Hack, Billy Herman, Billy Jurges GVG, 
12 Gordon Cochrane GVG, 15 Joe Cronin, Buckey Harris 
GVG, 17 Kiki Cuyler GVG, 18 Kiki Culyer, Tris Speaker, 
Danny Taylor GVG, 19 Bill Dickey GVG, 20 Joe DiMaggio 
RC VG, 22 Rick Ferrell, Russ Van Atta GVG, 23 Pete Fox, 
Goose Goslin, JoJo  White GVG, 24 Jimmey Foxx, Luke 
Sewell GVG, 26 Augie Galan, Pie Traynor Good, 27 Lefty 
Grove, Myril Hoag GVG, 28 Hank Greenberg GVG, 29 
Lefty Grove, Connie Mack VG, 32 Gordon Cochrane/Gabby 
Hartnett GVG, 33 Gabby Hartnett, Lonnie Warnecke GVG, 
34 Roger Hornsby GVG, 35 Roger Hornsby, Allen Sothoren 
GVG, 36 Ernie Lombardi GVG, 37 Al Lopez Good, 39 
Johnny Mize GVG, 43 Chas. Ruffing GVG, 45 Casey Stengel 
GVG, 48 Floyd Vaughan, Hans Wagner GVG, 49 L.Waner, P. 
Waner, Big Jim Weaver GVG.

23 1938 Baseball Tabs 
 21 different w/DiMaggio & Feller      Ex-Mt* .............. 300
Quality collection of this very uncommon 1930s issue, these 
attractive color metal tabs are about 3/4 of an inch in 
diameter and offer an image of each player. Content is very 
strong here, with no less than 15 HOFers! Desirable lot as 
it contains a very tough DiMaggio, two Fellers, Greenberg, 
Gehringer, Hubbell and Simmons. The condition does vary, 
please consult the many images on our web site.

24 1948 Bowman
 Very Near Set (46/48) w/all keys Good* ................... 200
Eminently affordable 1948 Bowman lot, this is missing only 
#s 41, 43. The offered set has tape on all of the cards, it is 
at the top border and does not affect the back. The cards 
otherwise present reasonably well. A classic set with popu-
lar Rookie and early cards of Musial, Berra, Feller, Spahn, 
Rizzuto, Schoendienst et al, no doubt this will find a happy 
home.

25 1948 Bowman
  Complete Set - Musial Ex+ w/nicer .......... 500
Sharp lot, it is possible as always that some of these could 
have been hand-cut from a sheet or panel but these are 
really crisp and clean cards overall. Among the nicer 1948 
Bowman ungraded sets that we have seen in some time, this 
is an ideal foundation for an Ex-Mt or Ex-Mt/NM set. The 
key cards are as follows: 1 Elliott RC Ex, 3 Kiner RC Ex++, 
4 Mize NM, 5 Feller Ex, 6 Berra RC VG+ Ctd, 7 Reiser SP 
Ex++, 8 Rizzuto VG+, 17 Slaughter Ex-Mt, 18 Spahn RC Ex-
Mt, 38 Schoendienst RC NM and 47 Thomson RC NM.

26 1950 Bowman
 163 different w/Ted Williams VG-Ex ................... 360
Pleasing lot of 1950 Bowmans, these are generally well cen-
tered and nice. A perfect starter set, these look to be about 
60% VG-Ex, the balance mainly VG with some Good (there 
are no terrible condition cards here). The Williams is 
naturally lower grade, but that tends to be the case in most 
low and mid-grade 1950 Bowman sets that trade. This lot 
contains a full 38 low numbers. Better cards are as follows: 
10 Tommy Henrich Good, 39 Larry Doby VG, 47 Jerry 
Coleman GVG, 84 Richie Ashburn GVG, 94 Lou Boudreau 
VG, 98 Ted Williams Good, 138 Allie Reynolds GVG, 147 
Mike Garcia RC VG-Ex/Ex, 148 Early Wynn VG+, 246 Walt 
Dropo RC VG-Ex/Ex and 248 Sam Jethroe RC VG-Ex/Ex.
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27  Wilson Advisory Staff Photos  Collection of 
  64 different w/key HOFers  Ex-Mt/NM ............ 450
Extremely crisp and clean lot, these look terrific. Condition 
varies only slightly, this is a loaded lot, with no less than 18 
HOFers! Keys here include Ted Williams, two Nellie Fox’s, 
three different Al Kalines, Morgan, Santo, Killebrew and 
Hodges. Scarce, these seem like a very undervalued corner 
of the hobby to our eyes. Lots with this type of substance 
and quantity are truly few and far between; fresh to the hob-
by, there could well be some scarcities here.

28 1952 Bowman   Complete Set VG-Ex ................. 1300
One of the most attractive early Bowman sets, this set is 
filled with colorful and fine looking cards. A very consistent 
VG-Ex overall, this has only mild variance. The low num-
bers are a strength of this set, as they are usually found with 
major condition issues in these types of sets. The key cards 
are solid overall, the low grade Mantle and Mays cards will 
keep the price down and let this fall within the budget of 
a much wider range of collectors. The high numbers are a 
very solid VG-Ex/Ex overall. The key cards grade as follows: 
1 Berra Strong VG+ (well ctd, no creases), 4 Roberts Ex, 
5 Minoso RC VG-Ex, 8 Reese VG-Ex, 21 N Fox VG-Ex, 
43 Feller VG, 44 Campanella VG-Ex/Ex, 52 Rizzuto Ex, 
53 Ashburn VG-Ex, 80 Hodges VG, 101 Mantle Fair-Good 
(card has great color but lots of creasing), 116 Snider VG-
Ex, 156 Spahn VG+, 196 Musial GVG, 217 Stengel Ex, 218 
Mays GVG mk, 232 Slaughter VG+ and 252 Crosetti VG+.

29 1953 Bowman Black/White 
  Complete Set VG-Ex ................... 405
Elusive set, these have really dried up in recent years, even 
as singles. The offered set is fairly consistent, mainly VG 
to VG-Ex, VG-Ex overall or so to our eyes. This is a quality 
mid-grade example of this very condition sensitive set; the 
key cards are as follows: 1 G Bell VG+, 15 Mize Good, 25 
Sain VG+, 26 Roe GVG, 27 Lemon VG-Ex, 28 Wilhelm VG-
Ex, 31 Woodling Ex, 36 Piersall Ex, 39 Stengel SGC 4, 
46 B Harris Ex, 51 Burdette VG-Ex, 52 Branca VG+, 
60 B Cox VG-Ex/Ex and 64 Hansen VG-Ex.

30 1953 Bowman Color  Complete Set  VG - VG-Ex ... 1350
Classic Bowman set, the clean design and great photography 
makes these especially desirable to most collectors. Full sets 
are not easy to make with the many pricey high numbers 
and large number of HOFers. The offered is a nice VG to 
VG-Ex set, notable for PSA-graded examples of most of 
the key cards. The set is not bad at all, it ranges from Good 
to VG-Ex and the cards tend to have good eye appeal (the 
creasing tends not to crack the paper). The high numbers 
reflect the rest of the set and were clearly collected with 
care, the set could of course benefit from some very simple 
upgrading if desired. Dealers please note the breakdown 
value on a set like this can approach $4,000 with the many 
big cards and high numbers. We grade these key cards are 
as follows: 1 Williams VG, 9 Rizzuto SGC 4.5, 10 Ashburn 
VG+, 18 N Fox VG, 32 Musial GVG/VG, 33 Reese Good, 
44 Bauer/Berra/Mantle SGC 4 (ctd), 46 Campy VG-Ex, 59 
Mantle PSA 3, 65 R Roberts VG+, 92 Hodges VG-Ex/Ex, 93 
Rizzuto/Martin PSA 4, 97 E Mathews PSA 5, 99 Spahn PSA 
2, 114 Feller VG, 117 Snider PSA 1.5 (tough grade), 118 B 
Martin GVG, 121 Berra PSA 2.5, 146 E Wynn Good, 153 W 
Ford PSA 3 and 160 C Abrams VG.

33 1953 PSA-Graded Star Lot (17 pcs, SMR $787) ........ 150
PSA star lot, as follows: 1952 Bowman 43 Feller 4, 1953 T 37 
Mathews 3, 1953 T 191 Kiner 4, 1953 T 220 Paige  2, 1963 
Fleer 5 Mays 6, 1968 T 247 Bench RC 3, 1969 T 480 Seaver 6, 
1970 T 189 Munson RC 3, 1970 T 300 Seaver 6, 1970 T 350 
Clemente 6, 1972 T 79 Fisk RC 5, 1972 T 559 Rose 6, 1973 T 
305 Mays 6, 1973 T 615 Schmidt RC/Cey 6, 1974 T 1 Aaron 
4, 1975 T 223 Yount RC 6 and 1975 T 500 Ryan 5. SMR is 
approximately $787 by our calculations.
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31 1953 Esskay 
 Collection of 20 different  ............................ 1650
Extremely scarce set, single cards hardly ever come to mar-
ket, how often do you see a lot of 20 different? Very desir-
able set was produced for the first Baltimore Orioles Ameri-
can League team, this is a classic 1950s regional issue. Fresh 
to market, these are from a real hobby old timer. These are 
all slabbed SGC Authentics, they did not give these nu-
merical grades. The cuts vary but are not bad at all, please 
review our many scans for more specifics on condition. 
Missing only 13 cards, who wants to dare to complete one 
of the toughest 1950s regional issues? Content is precisely 
as follows: Michael Blyzka, Harry Brecheen, Gil Coan, Joe 
Coleman, Clint Courtney, Jimmie Dykes, Howard Fox, Jim 
Fridley, Darrell Johnson, Robert D. Kennedy, Dick Kokos, 
Lou Kretlow, Don Lenhardt, Dick Littlefield, Les Moss, Ray 
L. Murray, Duane Pillette, Marlin Stuart, Eddie Waitkus and 
Vic Wertz.

32 1953 Hunters Weiners 
 Near-Set (20/26) w/all 3 HOFers  ............................ 2500
Missing only six cards, this includes all three HOFers, mak-
ing this a very substantial offering. Scarce issue, singles 
come up for sale but often do you see 20 different in one lot? 
This is a very desirable regional issue of the second most 
collected team, the precise content here is as follows: Steve 
Bilko A, Cloyd Boyer 1.5, Cliff Chambers A, Michael Clark 
A, Jack Crimian 2.5, Lester Fusselman 1.5, Ray Jablonski 
A, Harry Lowrey A, Lawrence Miggins A, Stuart Miller A, 
Wilmer Mizell 1.5, Stan Musial A, Delbert Rice 1, Willard 
Schmidt 1, Albert Schoendienst 2, Richard Sisler A, Enos 
Slaughter 1.5, Gerald Staley 2, Edward Stanky A and  John 
Yuhas 1.5. With an amazing 10 cards with numerical grades, 
this is probably one of the very best offerings from this issue 
to hit the market in years. This will not in all likelihood be 
an inexpensive lot but this is almost historic opportunity to 
get within shooting distance of an extremely scarce regional 
issue from a beloved and widely collected team.
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34 1954 Bowman   Complete Set Good .................... 300
Rough set, these range from Poor - VG+, averaging Good 
overall. The cards tend to have clean backs, creasing and 
corner wear are the main issues here. The key cards are as 
follows: 1 Rizzuto GVG, 6 N Fox Good, 15 Ashburn Good, 
58 Reese Good, 64 Mathews Poor, 65 Mantle Fair-Good, 
89 Mays Poor, 90 Campanella Poor-Fair, 101 Larsen RC 
Good, 132 Feller Poor, 138 Hodges Poor-Fair, 145 Martin 
VG+, 161 Berra GVG, 170 Snider Good and 177 Ford Good.

35 1954 Hunters Weiners   Collection of 5 different
  w/Schoendienst & Slaughter  .............................. 400
Rare offering of very desirable Hunters Weiners regionals, 
this is one of the toughest years to find. The offered cards 
present well but did not receive numerical grades based on 
the cuts from SGC. Content is as follows: Haddix, Posedel, 
Repulski, Schoendienst and Slaughter. Front and back scans 
of everything will be on our web site.

36 1954 Topps  Collection of 30 Different 
 Graded Commons SMR $512  .............................. 200
Clean lot, these tend to present very, very well for the 
grades. We felt these grades were very tough, the next 
owner will likely agree. The cards below 6s will have a super 
minute wrinkle or other technical flaw but otherwise appear 
Ex-Mt or Near Mint. Exact content is as follows: 4 Sauer 
PSA 5, 5 Lopat PSA 6, 35 Gilliam PSA 5, 61 PSA 4, 63 Pesky 
PSA 5, 69 PSA 6, 83 Collins PSA 4, 88 PSA 6, 89 PSA 7, 91 
PSA 5.5, 96 PSA 4.5, 108 PSA 6, 120 PSA 6, 133 PSA 6, 139 
O’Brien’s PSA 4, 140 PSA 6, 143 PSA 6, 154 PSA 6, 162 PSA 
6, 189 PSA 6, 190 PSA 6, 193 PSA 5, 194 PSA 6, 204 PSA 6, 
211 PSA 4, 224 PSA 5, 225 PSA 6, 226 PSA 5, 227 PSA 4, 248 
Smith RC PSA 5.

37 1955 Bowman  Complete Set Ex+ - Ex-Mt ........ 1350
Fun set, 1955 Bowman sets offer a particularly solid value 
with the many high number umpires and HOFers, it is a set 
I have always personally especially enjoyed. The offered set 
has been upgraded and is a fine looking Ex Plus to Ex-Mt 
overall. The commons are truly extraordinary, these are 
a superb Ex-Mt or better overall and have been upgraded 
for quality and consistency. The high numbers are a very 
solid Ex-Mt overall and are also very consistent. With some 
moderate upgrading, this can be a superb full Ex-Mt set. 
The many key cards grade as follows: 1 Wilhelm Ex-Mt, 10 
Rizzuto Ex-Mt, 22 Campanella Ex++, 23 Kaline PSA 6, 33 
Fox PSA 6, 37 Reese Ex-Mt, 59 Ford Ex+, 68 Howard RC 
Ex+, 103 Mathews Ex, 134 Feller Ex-Mt, 168 Berra Ex+, 179 
Aaron VG-Ex/Ex, 184 Mays PSA 4, 202 Mantle SGC 5 (well 
ctd), 242 Banks VG-Ex/Ex, 265 Barlick RC VG-Ex/Ex, 267 
Honochick RC Ex, 283 Chylak Ex, 303 Conlan RC Ex-Mt+ 
and 315 Hubbard VG-Ex/Ex. 1955 Bowman sets have been 
hot in recent years, it is nice to them get their just due.

38 1955 Hunters Weiners
  Collection of 9 different Good .................... 200
All are cut from the boxes, but are very short. These are 
lower grade but not abused, this is the rarest of the three 
Hunter’s Weiners sets partially due to their relatively large 
size. The players will all be pictured front and back on our 
web site, and are as follows: Frazier, LaPalme, Lawrence, 
Posedel, Riddle, Sarni, Smith, Virdon and Woolridge.

39 1955 Hunters Weiners
  Collection of 10 different   .............................. 800
The final year of Hunters Weiners and the scarcest. Single 
cards hardly ever come to market, how often do you find 10 
different? From a hobby old timer, this is a terrific offering. 
Content is as follows: Alston A, Elliott 3, Faszholz 2, Haddix 
A, Jones 3, Moon 3, Repulski 1.5, Rice 1, Rice 2.5 and Stanky 
1. The cuts vary but are generally good, but see for yourself 
please as everything will be pictured front and back on our 
website.
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40 1955 Red Man  Complete Set no tabs  Ex-Mt ............ 150
Very sharp and clean set, there are 50 cards total. Rather 
consistent, these have bright color and display very well. 
The keys are as follows: 1.2 Richie Ashburn Ex-Mt+, 3.1 
Ed Whitey Ford Ex-Mt, 3.2 Gil Hodges VG-Ex, 4.1 Nelson 
Fox  Ex-Mt, 7.2 Willie Mays Ex-Mt, 8.1 Bob Lemon Ex, 10.2 
Warren Spahn Ex-Mt, 12.2 Hoyt Wilhelm VG-Ex/Ex, 14.1 
Early Wynn Ex, 16.1 Larry Yogi Berra  VG-Ex/Ex, 17.2 Pee 
Wee Reese Ex, 18.1 Larry Doby Ex-Mt+, 18.2 Al Schoend-
ienst VG-Ex/Ex and 19.2 Duke Snider Ex-Mt+. The cards 
have uniformly sharp corners, a few cards have very, very 
minute wrinkles, the cuts on the bottom border are the only 
issue here.

41 1956 Topps  Complete Set VG-Ex/Ex ........... 1500
Not a bad set at all, this is a pleasing mid-grade set. Condi-
tion is about half Ex, half VG-Ex or close to VG-Ex with 
some weaker cards scattered about. The set could benefit 
from some simple upgrading. Two marked checklists are in-
cluded, some of the keys have typical centering issues, others 
look great. We grade the key cards as follows: 1 Harridge RC 
VG+, 5 Williams VG, 20 Kaline Ex oc, 30 J Robinson VG-
Ex, 31 Aaron  Ex, 33 Clemente Ex, 79 Koufax Ex, 101 Roy 
Campanella Ex+, 110 Berra VG-Ex/Ex, 113 Rizzuto VG+, 
130 Mays VG-Ex/Ex, 135 Mantle PSA 3, 150 Snider VG+, 
166 Dodgers TC Ex+, 200 Feller VG-Ex/Ex, 240 Ford Ex, 251 
Yankees TC VG-Ex/Ex, 260 Pee Wee Reese VG+ and 
292 Aparicio RC Ex+.

42 1957 Topps  
 Complete Set w/25 graded cards   VG-Ex/Ex ......... 1000
Key 1950s Topps set, the first to use real photos, these are 
always so popular with collectors. This is a consistent and 
smartly collected set, only a very small percentage of the 
cards are below VG-Ex. The semi-high numbers are con-
sistent, and are comparable to the rest of the set. This set is 
unusual in that it has a fair number of graded cards (29). 
Some of these are stars, there are also 13 PSA 6s with several 
Dodgers and Yankees and 9 PSA 5 commons. The keys 
reflect the natural variance of this set, and are as follows: 
1 Williams PSA 3, 2 Berra VG-Ex, 10 Mays BVG 5.5, 18 
Drysdale RC VG+, 20 Aaron  Ex Ctd, 25 Ford PSA 4, 30 
Reese PSA 4, 35 F Robby RC VG, 70 Ashburn PSA 6, 76 
Clemente VG-Ex/Ex, 95 Mantle VG+, 165 Klu PSA 4, 210 
Campanella VG+, 212 Colavito RC Ex-Mt+, 286 Richardson 
RC PSA 4, 295 Collins PSA 8 oc, 302 Koufax PSA 3, 322 Cin 
Reds TC BVG 4, 324 Dodgers TC VG-Ex/Ex, 328 B Robby 
RC PSA 4, 338 Bunning RC PSA 6 oc, 400 Dodgers Sluggers 
VG+ and 407 Berra/Mantle VG+ ctd. Loaded with value 
due to the many key cards and the pricey semi-high number 
run, this set could benefit from some simple upgrading if 
desired.

43 1958 Topps  Complete Set VG-Ex/Ex ............. 900
Attractive mid-grade set, these tend to have bright colors 
and display well. Condition varies from VG to Near Mint, 
but is mainly VG-Ex/Ex to Ex. The set could benefit from 
some simple and inexpensive upgrading of the key cards, 
however the main card, the Mantle, is a nice Ex, which 
is unusually nice for these types of sets. 1958 sets have a 
tremendous breakup value, making these very popular with 
dealers. The many key cards grade as follows: 1 Williams 
VG+, 5 Mays VG-Ex, 25 Drysdale Ex, 30.1 Aaron VG+, 
47 Maris RC VG-Ex/Ex Ctd, 52.1 Bob Clemente VG, 70.1 
Al Kaline Ex, 150 Mantle Ex, 187 Koufax VG+, 246 Yanks 
TC VG unmarked, 285 F Robby Ex, 288 Killebrew Ex, 307 
B Robby Ex-Mt, 310 Banks VG-Ex/Ex, 321 Klu/Williams 
VG-Ex/Ex, 343 Cepeda RC Ex-Mt+, 370 Berra Ex++, 418 
Mantle/Aaron Ex Ctd, 436 Mays/Snider VG, 485 Williams 
AS Ex++ and 487 Mantle AS NM.
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44 1959 Topps  Complete Set Ex ......................... 900
Widely collected set, the many HOFers and the attractive 
design are very popular among collectors. Smartly collected, 
this is a choice Ex or better set with only slight variance. The 
cards tend to be present very well for the grade, many cards 
that are always found with centering issues (Snider, Del 
Rice, Berra, Ford) are well centered and clean. Also the Bob 
Gibson Rookie is almost always found in very weak condi-
tion in mid-grade 59 sets, this has a very strong Ex Plus or 
better example. The high numbers are sharp and very solid, 
about 70% Ex-Mt or better, the balance varies mainly due to 
centering. The key cards grade as follows: 10 Mantle PSA 3.5 
(well ctd), 40 Warren Spahn (1921) VG-Ex/Ex, 50 Mays PSA 
5, 150 Musial Ex, 163 Koufax Ex, 202 Maris Ex, 380 Aaron 
VG-Ex, 461 Mickey Mantle HR Ex++, 478 Clemente PSA 4, 
510 Yankees TC Ex-Mt, 514 Bob Gibson RC Strong Ex+, 515 
Harmon Killebrew Ex-Mt ctd, 543 Trio/Clemente Ex, 550 
Campanella Ex+, 561 Aaron AS Ex-Mt, 563 Mays AS Ex-Mt 
and 564 Mantle AS PSA 4. 

45 1960s  Rawlings Staff Advisory Photos  Collection of 
 88 different w/3 Mantles & Many HOFers   Ex-Mt/NM ... 660
One of the best collections one might ever see from this 
uncommon and very attractive issue, condition is clean, 
These are fresh to the hobby, there might be some rarities 
or scarities here. There are no less than 21 HOFers, with 
three Mantles, two signed Musials, Mathews, Banks etc. In 
addition to the HOFers, there is a Tony Conigliaro, Elston 
Howard, Ed Kranepool and three different Ken Boyers. 
A seemingly very undervalued segment of the hobby, the 
winning bidder should really enjoy this exceptional quality 
lot for the issue.

46 1960 Topps  Complete Set Ex ....................... 1250
This is your typical collector set where the commons and 
minor stars are a grade or more better than the stars. A very 
attractive set overall, this is filled with fine Ex-Mt and even 
Near Mint cards throughout. Condition can go down to VG 
but almost all of the cards appear to be Ex or better for the 
bulk of the set. The high numbers vary but are nice, about 
Ex overall. The key cards are as follows: 148 Yaz RC VG-Ex/
Ex, 160 Mantle/Boyer Ex, 200 Mays VG-Ex/Ex, 250 Musial 
VG-Ex/Ex, 300 Aaron VG+, 316 McCovey RC VG ctd, 326 
Clemente VG+, 332 Yankees TC VG+, 343 Koufax Ex+, 350 
Mantle  VG, 377 Maris Ex, 480 Berra VG-Ex/Ex, 563 Mantle 
AS Ex-Mt, 564 Mays AS Ex, 565 Maris AS Ex-Mt and 566 
Aaron AS VG+. This set could benefit from some very sim-
ple upgrades but is still a very substantial value as offered.

47 1961 Bazooka  Complete Set NM ....................... 750
For whatever reason, this is one of the very toughest of all 
Bazooka sets to complete. Full sets hardly ever come 
around, we cannot remember the last time we same one. 
The offered set is remarkably well hand-cut, as nice as we 
have seen, several even have the black contact lines. There 
are 36 total cards, with note to 11 HOFers plus Roger Maris, 
Gil Hodges and Ken Boyer. The backs are perfectly clean 
except for three that have 1961 written in ink. The keys are 
as follows: 2 Mickey Mantle NM, 3 Ron Santo NM, 5 Roger 
Maris Ex-Mt+, 11 Ed Mathews NM, 14 Ken Boyer NM, 17 
Rocky Colavito NM, 18 Ted Kluszewski NM, 19 Ernie Banks 
Ex-Mt+ *wb, 20 Al Kaline NM *wb, 23 Willie Mays Ex-Mt, 
24 Bill Mazeroski NM, 26 Don Drysdale NM, 29 Warren 
Spahn NM, 31 Frank Robinson Ex-Mt+ and 35 Luis Apari-
cio Ex-Mt+. This is as nice a hand-cut Bazooka set from this 
year as one is ever likely to see.
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48 1961 Post Cereal  Complete Set VG-Ex/Ex ............. 420
Increasingly popular set, this is not a simple set to complete. 
Checking in at 200 cards, this set has been upgraded for 
quality and consistency. A solid and pleasing mid-grade set, 
this will ably fill this hole in all but high grade set collec-
tions. Condition technically ranges from Good to Ex-Mt/
NM (please note three PSA 8s came out of this set) but most 
of the set is in the VG-Ex/Ex range. The key cards grade 
as follows: 4.2 Mickey Mantle (company) Ex, 5 Bob Turley 
(company) Ex-Mt+, 7.2 Roger Maris (company) VG-Ex/
Ex, 10 Gil McDougald (box) Ex-Mt+, 23 Bob Shaw (box) 
Ex, 55.2 Frank Sullivan (company, Phillies) VG+, 73 Chuck 
Estrada (company) NM, 75.1 Brooks Robinson (box) VG-
Ex/Ex, 94 Chuck Stobbs (company) VG-Ex, 106 Ed Mathews 
(company) VG-Ex/Ex, 107.1 Hank Aaron (box) VG+, 132.2 
Bob Clemente (company) VG-Ex/Ex, 135 Bill Virdon (box) 
Ex-Mt, 145.2 Willie Mays (company) VG, 163 Mel Roach 
(box) VG-Ex/Ex and 183 Roy McMillan (box) VG+.

49 1962 Salada Coins Complete Set    Ex ....................... 500
Complete set from 1-221, this is missing the rare variations 
as always. Condition varies extensively, some have stray 
marks or are toned, others are quite clean, technically Good 
- Near Mint, we are calling it Ex overall. The keys grade 
as follows: 2 Bill Pierce Ex-Mt+, 18 Tony Kubek Ex-Mt, 23 
Roger Maris VG-Ex, 27 Carl Yastrzemski Good, 41 Mickey 
Mantle Ex, 66 Roy Sievers NM, 89 Ron Hansen Ex-Mt, 97.1 
Early Wynn(pitching pose) VG-Ex/Ex, 104 Frank Thomas 
Ex-Mt+, 109 Sandy Koufax NM, 121 Harvey Kuenn NM, 
146.1 Gil Hodges (Dodgers) NM, 149 Willie Mays VG-Ex/
Ex, 150 Roberto Clemente Ex, 162 Sam Jones  Ex-Mt, 171 
Richie Ashburn NM, 180 Hank Aaron NM and 182.2 Ed 
Broussard GVG.

50 1963 Bazooka ATG
  Complete Set, all SGC Graded  .............................. 250
Clean set, these are SGC graded. An exact listing will be on 
our website, the keys are as follows: 1 Joe Tinker 5, 4 Christy 
Mathewson 7.5, 5 Herb Pennock 8, 6 Cy Young 6, 10 Honus 
Wagner 7, 12 Walter Johnson 7, 15 Lou Gehrig 6, 17 Babe 
Ruth 7, 19 Hank Greenberg 6, 24 Tris Speaker 7, 32 Rogers 
Hornsby 7 and 35 Ty Cobb 6. 

51 1963 Fleer Complete Set    Ex-Mt (CL marked) ....... 375
Crisp and clean set, there are many really nice commons 
here. Centering varies as always, these are solid cards. This 
is a very simple project to upgrade. While certainly not rare, 
these sets seem like an awfully good value in today’s market 
with the many big HOFers present. The key cards are as 
follows: 4 B Robinson Ex-Mt+, 5 Mays Ex, 8 Yastrzemski 
PSA 5, 41 Drysdale Ex-Mt, 42 Koufax NM oc, 43 Wills RC 
Ex-Mt+, 45 Spahn Ex, 46 Adcock SP NM oc, 56 Clemente 
NM oc, 59 Mazeroski Ex++, 61 Gibson Ex, 64 Cepeda Ex-Mt 
and Checklist SP VG mk.

52 1964 Topps  Complete Set VG-Ex/Ex ............. 900
Increasingly popular set, the very undervalued high num-
bers have been hot in recent years. A good value with a big 
breakup value, these are always especially popular with 
dealers. The offered lot is a problem free mid-grade set, 
averaging a pleasing and consistent VG-Ex/Ex overall. 
There are of course some stray weaker cards but this set was 
collected with care, has a nice Mantle and no issues with the 
key cards, which is unusual. The high numbers look good 
and are at least as good as the rest of the set. We grade the 
many key cards as follows: 21 Berra Ex, 29 Brock Ex, 50 
Mantle VG-Ex/Ex, 55 Banks Ex-Mt, 103 Curt Flood VG+, 
125 Rose VG-Ex/Ex, 150 Mays Ex, 200 Koufax VG-Ex/Ex, 
210 Yastrezemski Ex-Mt, 225 Maris VG-Ex/Exc ctd, 230 B 
Robby Ex+, 250 Kaline VG-Ex/Ex, 260 F Robby Ex+ ctd, 287 
Conigliaro RC VG-Ex/Ex, 300 Aaron VG-Ex/Ex, 306 Mays/
Cepeda Ex++, 331 Mantle/Maris Et Al VG-Ex, 380 Ford 
VG+, 400 Spahn Ex-Mt, 423 Aaron/Mays VG-Ex/Ex, 433 
Yanks TC VG-Ex, 440 Clemente Ex, 460 Gibson VG-Ex, 468 
G Perry Ex, 540 Aparicio Ex++ Ctd, 541 Niekro RC VG-Ex/
Ex, 543 Uecker Ex, 550 Ken Hubbs VG+ and 570 Mazeroski 
Ex+.
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53 1964 Topps  Complete Set Ex-Mt/NM ............ 700
Clean set, these are always so popular due to the large break-
down value. This is a very strong Ex-Mt/NM set overall. 
Centering varies somewhat but these are very crisp and 
clean cards overall, with many, many Near Mint cards all 
throughout. The high numbers reflect the rest of the set and 
are very solid as well. The many key cards grade as follows: 
21 Berra Ex+, 29 Brock Ex-Mt, 50 Mantle PSA 5, 55 Banks 
Ex-Mt+, 103 Curt Flood Ex-Mt+, 125 Rose Ex, 150 Mays 
PSA 6.5, 200 Koufax PSA Authentic, 210 Yastrezemski Ex-
Mt+, 225 Maris Ex-Mt, 230 B Robby Ex-Mt, 250 Kaline Ex, 
287 Conigliaro RC Ex-Mt, 300 Aaron PSA 6.5, 306 Mays/
Cepeda Ex-Mt+, 331 Mantle/Maris Et Al Ex-Mt Hand Cut, 
380 Ford Ex-Mt+, 400 Spahn Ex-Mt+, 423 Aaron/Mays 
Ex-Mt+, 433 Yanks TC Ex-Mt+, 440 Clemente PSA 6, 460 
Gibson Ex+ Ctd, 468 G Perry Ex, 540 Aparicio Ex-Mt+ 
Trimmed, 541 Niekro RC Ex++, 543 Uecker Ex-Mt, 550 Ken 
Hubbs Ex and 570 Mazeroski NM. Please note a small num-
ber of cards are either cut short or trimmed, nothing of any 
great consequence, our consignor assembled this set decades 
ago. Clean and fresh overall, this is a very well collected set 
for the grade.

54 1965 Topps  Complete Set -7 Cards  Ex to Ex-Mt ... 500
Missing 7 cards (mainly keys: 150, 170, 207, 250, 350, 526 & 
564), this is a very clean and smartly assembled 1965 set. 
Popular set, the condition varies from VG-Ex to Near Mint, 
but is mainly Ex to Ex-Mt/NM with many nice cards and 
some Near Mint cards. A great value as presented, this is 
not a difficult set to complete and the breakdown value as it 
stands still should be substantial. The key cards included are 
as follows: 3 Kill/Mantle Ex-Mt+, 16 Morgan RC NM, 134 
Mantle WS NM, 155 Maris Ex+, 160 Clemente Ex-Mt, 300 
Koufax NM, 320 Gibson NM, 385 Yastrzemski Nm-Mt, 400 
Killebrew Ex-Mt+, 461 Carroll/Niekro Ex+, 470 Berra VG-
Ex/Ex, 477 Carlton RC Ex-Mt, 510 Banks Ex-Mt, 540 Brock 
Ex+ and 581 Perez RC NM. This is the outlier set where the 
stars are better than the commons.

55 1965 Topps  Complete Set VG-Ex/Ex ............. 900
Popular set with a great design, the offered set ranges main-
ly from VG-Ex to Near Mint. A set that probably should 
be broken up, about 25% of it is a really nice Near Mint or 
Ex-Mt+, the balance is almost all a consistent VG-Ex/Ex. 
This is a very solid mid-grade set overall with many nicer 
cards. The key cards reflect the variance in the set and are as 
follows: 3 Kill/Mantle VG-Ex/Ex, 16 Morgan RC Ex-Mt+, 
134 Mantle WS VG-Ex, 150 Brooks Robinson NM, 155 
Maris Ex-Mt+, 160 Clemente VG-Ex/Ex, 170 Aaron VG-
Ex/Ex, 207 Rose VG-Ex, 250 Mays Ex, 282 Murakami RC 
Ex-Mt, 300 Koufax Ex-Mt, 320 Gibson VG-Ex/Ex, 330 Ford 
Ex-Mt, 350 Mantle VG-Ex/Ex, 385 Yastrzemski Ex+, 
400 Killebrew NM, 461 Carroll/Niekro VG-Ex, 470 Berra 
VG-Ex/Ex, 477 Carlton RC VG-Ex/Ex, 500 Mathews Ex-Mt, 
510 Banks VG-Ex, 526 Hunter RC  Ex, 540 Brock Ex and 
581 Perez RC VG-Ex/Ex.

56 1966 and 1967 Topps Near Sets (1041 cards)  Ex ....... 400
This lot contains two near-sets, 1966 Topps (512 different) 
an 1967 Topps (529 different). The 1966 is minus all but 
one high number and several of the key stars. The average 
condition of the 1966 set is Ex but there is variance in both 
directions (mostly lesser); the better cards are as follows: 70 
Yastrzemski Ex+, 100 Koufax Ex-Mt+, 104.2 Johnson NTR 
Ex-Mt+, 110 Banks Ex-Mt+, 215 Clemente/Aaron Mays Ex, 
254 Jenkins RC VG-Ex, 288 Sutton RC VG-Ex/Ex, 365 Maris 
Ex++, 390 B. Robinson Ex-Mt+, 410 Kaline Ex-Mt and 469 
Murcer RC Ex-Mt+. The 1967 set also has just one high 
number but it is a good one (Shannon). The average condi-
tion is Ex Plus with many Ex-Mt cards; better cards here are 
as follows: 45 Maris Ex+, 86.1 McCormick NTR GVG, 200 
Mays Ex+, 355 Yaz NM, 460 Killebrew Ex-Mt+, 476 Perez 
SP Ex, 480 McCovey Ex-Mt+ and 605 Shannon VG+. If you 
are looking to build mid-grade 1966 and 1967 sets, this is a 
perfect lot for you that will save some real time and money.
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57 1966 Topps  Complete Set VG-Ex/Ex ........... 1000
Tougher set, the scarce high number runs makes this one of 
the scarcest sets from the 1960s to find as a full set. The of-
fered set is mid to higher grade, averaging about VG-Ex/Ex 
overall but there are a fair number of strong Ex-Mt and Near 
Mint cards throughout the set. Fresh, unpicked set, these 
display very well. The vital high number run ranges from 
VG-Ex to Ex-Mt/NM and averages a pleasing Ex overall. The 
key cards grade as follows: 1 Mays VG-Ex/Ex, 30 Rose VG-
Ex/Ex, 50 Mantle VG-Ex/Ex, 100 Koufax Ex-Mt, 126 Palmer 
RC  NM, 215 Clemente/Aaron Mays Ex-Mt, 254 Jenkins RC 
VG+, 288 Sutton RC VG, 300 Clemente Ex+, 365 Maris NM 
oc, 390 B. Robinson Ex-Mt, 500 Aaron VG-Ex, 526 Twins 
Team Ex-Mt, 530 Roberts Ex-Mt+, 540 McLain Ex-Mt+, 
550 McCovey SP Ex, 580 Williams SP Ex+, 583 Tigers Team 
Ex++, 591 Jackson RC SP VG and 598 Perry VG-Ex/Ex.

58 1967 Topps  107 High #s (very heavy duplication)
     Ex-Mt/NM ............ 300
Crisp lot of 67s, centering varies but these are strong cards 
overall. This lot is as follows: 534 Bauer (16), 535, 537 (15), 
538 (21), 539 (28), 541 (18) and 542 Monday RC (8). You 
will not find a cheaper lot per card for these popular high 
numbers.

59 1967 Topps  Complete Set Ex+ ..................... 1200
Classic Topps set, the most popular of the 1960s, the scarce 
high number run with its many difficult cards makes these 
a challenge to complete, especially on a budget. The offered 
set is a pleasing mid-grade set, the basic set is a sharp and 
bright Ex-Mt overall, with only slight variance (in both 
directions), these are nice cards. The key high number run is 
a solid Ex Plus overall with many nice cards (but with some 
weaker cards as well). We grade the many keys as follows: 45 
Maris Ex-Mt, 146 Carlton Ex-Mt+, 150 Mantle   SGC 5, 200 
Mays Ex, 250 Aaron  Ex-Mt, 355 Yaz Ex-Mt, 400 Clemente 
Ex-Mt, 430 Rose Ex+, 460 Killebrew Ex, 475 Palmer Ex , 476 
Perez SP NM ctd, 536 Niekro RC Ex ctd, 540 Cash NM, 558 
Belanger RC VG-Ex/Ex well ctd, 569 Carew RC Good, 570 
Wills VG, 580 Colavito Ex, 581 Seaver RC GVG, 600 B. Rob-
inson Strong Ex-Mt+ well ctd, 604 Red Sox Team VG+, 605 
Shannon VG-Ex, 607 Stanley Ex and 609 John Ex. This is an 
interesting set that is probably 70-75% Ex-Mt, the balance is 
mainly Ex, this would not be a difficult project to upgrade 
to a full Ex-Mt set, which is always great for a 67. Still as pre-
sented there is a tremendous value here given the generally 
clean high numbers and strong low number run.

60 1968 and 1969 Topps Near Sets (1249 cards)  Ex-Mt . 300
This lot contains two near-sets, 1968 Topps (590/598) and 
1969 Topps (659/664). The 1968 is missing eight cards (all 
keys: 50, 80, 110, 150, 177, 230, 247 & 280). The overall con-
dition here is a nice Ex-Mt with some mild variance, these 
are nice cards. These better cards are in the lot: 1 Clemente/
Gon Ex+, 45 Seaver NM, 240 Kaline Ex-Mt, 250 Yastrzems-
ki Ex-Mt+, 330 Maris Ex-Mt, 374 Clemente AS NM, 408 
Carlton Ex-Mt, 480 Oliva/Cardenas/Clemente NM, 490 Kill/
Mays/Mantle Ex-Mt, 500 F. Robinson VG-Ex/Ex, 528 Tigers 
Team VG-Ex/Ex, 530 Bird Belters/Robinson NM and 575 
Palmer VG+. The 1969 set is missing five cards (all keys: 50, 
95, 260, 480, 500) and averages nearly Ex-Mt overall, about 
Ex Plus, with wider variance. The better cards here are: 
20 Banks Ex-Mt oc, 85 Brock Ex, 100 Aaron Ex-Mt, 120 Rose 
NM, 190 Mays Ex+, 250 F. Robinson Ex-Mt, 255 Carlton Ex, 
410 Kaline Ex-Mt Ctd, 510 Carew Ex, 533 Ryan Ex-Mt Ctd, 
550 B. Robinson Nm-Mt, 573 Palmer NM, 597 Fingers RC 
Ex-Mt+ and 630 Bonds RC VG-Ex. While clearly these are 
not difficult sets to complete, this lot offers some break-
down value due to the relatively clean condition but they are 
absolutely perfect to use as a starter set to complete and/or 
upgrade if desired.
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61 1968 Topps  Complete Set Ex - Ex-Mt ............ 750
Well assembled set, this was clearly put together with great 
care. This is the classic set where the commons are a half a 
grade to a full grade better than the stars. These commons 
are generally well centered and really nice, at least half Ex-
Mt, the balance almost all a very nice Ex or better. The key 
cards vary slightly, these can easily and inexpensively be 
upgraded if desired. This is overall a high quality mid-grade 
68 set, built by a collector with a very good eye. The key 
cards are as follows: 45 Seaver Ex, 50 Mays VG-Ex/Ex, 80 
Carew Ex+, 110 Aaron Ex-Mt+, 150 Clemente VG-Ex/Ex, 
177 Ryan/Koosman RC VG-Ex, 230 Rose VG-Ex/Ex, 240 
Kaline NM, 247 Bench RC Strong Ex-Mt+, 280 Mantle NM 
oc, 330 Maris Ex-Mt+, 480 Oliva/Cardinas Ex+, 490 Kill/
Mays/Mantle Ex, 528 Tigers Team Ex-Mt+, 530 Bird Belters/
Robinson Ex-Mt and 575 Palmer Ex++.

62 1968 Topps  Lot of 3 Nolan Ryan Rookies .............. 150
Trio of slabbed Ryan Rookies, all collector grade: SGC 3 (1) 
and SGC 2 (2). One is perfectly centered, these are ideal for 
getting signed if one is into that thing.

63 1969 Topps  Complete Set Ex+ w/any nicer ... 660
Sharp looking set was put together by a collector with a very 
good eye. This set is filled with well centered, sharp looking 
Ex Plus to Near Mint cards that present really well. Condi-
tion varies a bit of course; given the size of the set, it could 
benefit from some very simple and inexpensive upgrading. 
The set is a consistent Ex Plus overall to our eyes and has 
the feel of a higher grade set with the many nice cards. The 
key cards grade as follows: 50 Clemente  Ex, 95 Bench Ex+, 
100 Aaron VG-Ex/Ex, 120 Rose Ex+ ctd, 190 Mays Ex ctd, 
255 Carlton VG-Ex, 260 R Jackson RC Ex, 480 Seaver Ex-Mt, 
500.1 Mantle  VG-Ex/Ex, 510 Carew Ex-Mt+, 533 Ryan NM 
oc, 550 B. Robinson Ex-Mt, 573 Palmer Ex, 597 Fingers RC 
Ex-Mt+ and 630 Bonds RC NM. If you are looking for a nice, 
problem-free mid to better grade 69 set, it would be hard to 
do better than the offered lot.

64 1970 Topps  Complete Set Ex ......................... 500
This is a very consistent Ex overall set with only slight vari-
ance. There are perhaps 100-150 Ex-Mt cards in the set, 
mainly towards the higher numbers. The high numbers vary 
but are not bad at all, easily Ex overall, maybe a bit nicer. 
The key Nolan Ryan card is a highlight here. Problem-free 
mid-grade 70 set, the key cards are as follows: 1 Mets TC Ex, 
140 Jackson Ex, 189 Munson RC Ex, 197 Ryan NLCS Ex, 300 
Seaver Ex, 350 Clemente Ex, 500 Aaron Ex-Mt+, 580 Rose 
VG-Ex, 600 Mays Ex-Mt, 630 Banks VG-Ex/Ex, 640 Kaline 
Ex-Mt, 660 Bench VG-Ex/Ex, 700 F Robby VG-Ex/Ex, 712 
Ryan Ex-Mt and 713 Pilots TC Ex-Mt.

65 1970 and 1972 Topps Very Near Sets  Ex-Mt ............. 300
This lot contains two near-sets, 1970 Topps (709/720) and 
1972 Topps (778/787). The 1970 is missing eight cards 
(mainly keys: 189, 290, 305, 458, 462, 458, 500, 580, 600, 
700, 708, 712). The overall condition here is about Ex but 
there is some wide variance in both directions. The high 
numbers are nicer than the rest of the set, closer to Ex-Mt 
overall but with some of the usual centering issues. These 
better cards are in the lot: 1 Mets TC Ex-Mt+, 140 Jackson 
VG-Ex, 197 Ryan NLCS Ex, 300 Seaver Ex, 350 Clemente Ex, 
630 Banks Ex+, 640 Kaline Ex-Mt, 660 Bench Ex-Mt+ and 
713 Pilots TC Ex. The 1972 set is missing 8 cards (636, 676, 
686, 695-6, 751-2, 754, 769). The overall condition is a nice 
Ex-Mt/NM, the high numbers are a pleasing Ex-Mt overall 
with mild variance. These better cards come in the lot: 
49 Mays Ex+, 79 Fisk RC Ex-Mt, 299 Aaron Fair-Good, 
300 Aaron IA GVG, 309 Clemente  Ex+, 310 Clem IA Ex-Mt, 
433 Bench Ex+, 435 Jackson Ex-Mt+, 445 Seaver Ex, 
550 B Robby Ex, 559 Rose Ex-Mt+, 560 Rose IA VG-Ex/Ex, 
595 Ryan Ex+ Ctd, 600 Kaline Ex, 668 Rangers Ex, 760 Ma-
zeroski Ex-Mt, 761 Ogilvie/Cey Ex and 777 Wilhelm Ex-Mt.
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66 1971 Topps  Complete Set VG-Ex mixed ....... 150
Very mixed 71 set, this ranges from Poor to Ex-Mt. Mainly 
VG-Ex, some easy upgrading could work wonders here. 
The high number run is much nicer than the rest of the set, 
closer to a pure VG-Ex or better overall. The key cards are 
interesting as the Ryan and Clemente are nice, others are 
shot; they grade specifically as follows: 5 Munson VG-Ex/Ex, 
20 Jackson VG-Ex/Ex, 100 Rose Good, 160 Seaver Ex+, 250 
Bench Good, 341 Garvey RC VG-Ex, 400 Aaron Poor, 513 
Ryan Ex+, 525 Banks Ex-Mt+, 530 Yaz VG+, 570 Palmer Ex-
Mt+, 600 Mays Good, 625 Brock Ex+, 630 Clemente Ex++, 
640 F Robinson Ex, 650 Allen SP Ex++, 688 Anderson VG+, 
709 Baylor/Baker RC Ex++ and 740 Aparicio GVG.

67 1971 Topps  Complete Set Ex-Mt ................... 450
71s are such nice cards when they can be found with black 
borders and crisp edges. The offered set is an ideal Ex-Mt, 
with solid black borders throughout, clean cards and great 
color. Centering varies somewhat as always with a 71 set 
but this is a very sharp looking set. The high number run is 
strong as well. The keys look great, we grade them individu-
ally as follows: 5 Munson Ex, 20 Jackson Ex-Mt oc, 100 Rose 
Strong Ex-Mt+, 160 Seaver Ex-Mt, 250 Bench Ex-Mt+, 341 
Garvey RC Ex-Mt, 400 Aaron Strong Ex-Mt+, 513 Ryan Ex+, 
525 Banks Ex-Mt+, 530 Yaz Ex-Mt, 570 Palmer Ex-Mt+, 600 
Mays Ex-Mt+, 625 Brock Ex-Mt, 630 Clemente VG-Ex/Ex, 
640 F Robinson Ex-Mt+, 650 Allen SP NM, 688 Anderson 
Ex-Mt, 709 Baylor/Baker RC Ex+ and 740 Aparicio NM.

68 1972 Topps  Complete Set Ex-Mt/NM ............ 500
Popular set with a big high number run, these are always 
popular. Assembled with care, the basic set is about half 
Near Mint, half a strong Ex-Mt or Ex-Mt Plus. The high 
numbers are a step below, closer to Ex+ to Ex-Mt overall 
with some weaker. The key cards tend to be very nice, and 
are as follows: 49 Mays NM, 79 Fisk RC Ex-Mt, 299 Aaron 
Ex-Mt+, 309 Clemente  NM, 310 Clem IA NM, 433 Bench 
NM+ Ctd, 435 Jackson NM well ctd, 445 Seaver Ex+ ctd, 
550 B Robby NM+, 559 Rose Ex+, 560 Rose IA Ex-Mt+, 595 
Ryan Ex-Mt+, 668 Rangers NM, 686 Garvey Ex-Mt, 695 
Carew NM, 696 Carew IA Ex, 751 Carlton Tr Ex, 752 Mor-
gan Tr Ex+ and 754 F Robby Ex-Mt. Not a bad set at all, with 
many fine Near Mint cards, any issues with this set should 
be very simple and inexpensive to remedy.

69 1973 Topps  Complete Set Ex ......................... 125
Mixed set but not bad at all overall, some very simple and 
easy upgrading will work wonders here. The cards average 
Ex overall but do vary quite a bit. The high numbers are a 
nice Ex or better in general, this is among the high points 
of the set. Anchored by a really nice well centered Schmidt 
Rookie, the keys are as follows: 1 Aaron/Ruth/Mays VG-Ex/
Ex, 50 Clemente VG-Ex, 67 Carlton/Ryan Ex+, 100 Aaron 
Poor, 130 Rose VG+, 220 Ryan VG-Ex, 305 Mays Ex-Mt+, 
474 Ruth Ex, 588 Checklist 529-660 Ex, 614 Evans RC Ex-Mt 
and 615 Schmidt RC/Cey NM.

70 1973 Topps  Complete Set NM ....................... 300
Very, very sharp set, this unfortunately does have centering 
issues. Fresh and unpicked, there could be some 8s and 9s 
here. The cards are Near Mint all the way otherwise, includ-
ing the high numbers. Roughtly 50-65%+ of the cards are 
very well or reasonably well centered as a general guideline. 
The keys are very solid, and grade as follows: 1 Aaron/Ruth/
Mays NM, 50 Clemente NM, 67 Carlton/Ryan NM, 100 
Aaron NM, 130 Rose NM, 220 Ryan NM, 305 Mays Ex-Mt+, 
474 Ruth NM, 588 Checklist 529-660 NM (slight wax stain 
back), 614 Evans NM oc and 615 Schmidt RC/Cey Strong 
Ex-Mt.
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71 1974 Topps  Complete Set w/12 PSA 8s & 9s
     NM to Nm-Mt ...... 250
Very sharp and fresh set, these PSA-graded cards are includ-
ed: PSA 8: 2-4 Aaron specials, 105 Fisk, 252 Parker RC, 280 
Yaz, 340 Munson, 456 Winfield RC (oc) and three Washing-
ton Nationals (77, 102, 125) and PSA 9 61 Aparicio. The set 
itself grades a very nice Near Mint overall with mild center-
ing issues and many fine cards. The key cards are as follows: 
1 Aaron NM, 10 Bench NM, 20 Ryan NM, 80 Seaver NM, 
130 Jackson NM, 207 Ryan/Seaver Nm-Mt, 283 Schmidt Ex-
Mt+ and 300 Rose NM+.

72 1974-1979 Topps/Other Sets Run (11 sets)
     Ex-Mt/NM ............ 200
Offered is a substantial collection of better 1970s sets, these 
offer such a great value right now. The lot contains 11 dif-
ferent sets, including a 1974-1979 Topps run. The lot breaks 
down as follows: (1) 1974 Topps Ex to Ex-Mt but varies, 
closer to Ex-Mt. The keys are as follows: 1 Aaron VG+, 
20 Ryan Ex-Mt oc, 283 Schmidt Ex-Mt+, 300 Rose Ex-Mt, 
456 Winfield RC Ex-Mt. (2) 1975 Topps -7 commons, Ex 
overall but varies in both directions; the keys are as follows: 
1 Aaron HL VG+, 223 Yount RC Ex-Mt, 228 Brett RC Ex, 
320 Rose VG-Ex/Ex, 500 Ryan VG+, 620 Carter RC NM, 660 
Aaron VG-Ex/Ex. (3) 1976 Topps, Ex-Mt overall, stars as fol-
lows: 1 Aaron RB Ex+, 19 George Brett Ex-Mt oc, 98 Dennis 
Eckersley RC Ex-Mt Ctd, 240 Pete Rose Ex, 316 Robin Yount 
NM, 330 Nolan Ryan VG-Ex/Ex, 550 Hank Aaron Ex-Mt. 
(4) 1977-1979 Topps, each a strong Near Mint to Near Mint 
to Mint overall with many nice cards, stars as follows: 1977: 
10 Reggie Jackson Nm-Mt, 70 Johnny Bench NM, 140 Mike 
Schmidt NM, 144 B Sutter RC NM, 450 Pete Rose NM, 473 
A Dawson RC Ex-Mt, 476 Dale Murphy RC Nm-Mt, 580 
George Brett NM, 650 Nolan Ryan Nm-Mt; 1978: 6 Nolan 
Ryan RB Nm-Mt, 20 Pete Rose DP NM, 36 Eddie Murray 
RC NM, 100 George Brett NM, 360 Schmidt NM, 400 Nolan 
Ryan NM, 707 P. Molitor/A. Trammell RC NM oc and 1979: 
24 Paul Molitor Nm-Mt, 115 Nolan Ryan NM oc, 116 Ozzie 
Smith RC NM+ Well Ctd, 330 George Brett NM-Mt, 640 
Eddie Murray NM & 650 Pete Rose NM. (5) Kelloggs Sets 
Nm-Mt overall, 1973, 1977-1979. (6) 1978 Burger King 
Yankees Set.

73 1975 Topps Mini  Complete Set NM ....................... 225
This is a very, very sharp and consistent set with very little 
variance. Some cards are off-center as always but these are 
quite clean overall. Our Near Mint grade is conservative 
(there are many, many cards better than Near Mint in the 
set), we grade the key cards as follows: 1 Aaron HL Ex-Mt+, 
5 Ryan HL NM, 61 Winfield NM, 70 Schmidt NM, 223 
Yount RC Ex-Mt+, 228 Brett RC Ex-Mt, 260 Bench NM oc, 
300 Jackson NM, 320 Rose NM, 500 Ryan NM oc, 616 Rice 
RC NM, 620 Carter RC NM and 660 Aaron Ex-Mt+.

74 Collection of 23 Topps Sets 1979-1988
                                NM to Nm-Mt ................. 150
Big lot of Topps sets, these are consigned directly by the 
original owner, nothing has been pulled for grading. Condi-
tion should be very sharp, content is as follows: 1979, 1980, 
1981 (13), 1983 (3), 1987 Factory (3) and 1988 Factory (3).

75 Topps Original Artwork Archive (270 pcs)  Ex ......... 100
Interesting lot of materials from Topps, these are produc-
tion photos, negatives and such of various sizes from the 
1980s and early 1990s. Mainly baseball, there is a fair 
amount of football and hockey here too. The image quality 
is very high due to the nature of the issue. There is some 
really good stuff in here, including two production photos 
from 1987 for Barry Bonds, a fine Kirby Puckett 8x10 orig-
inal print possibly used for a card, items from Larry Walker 
and Shannon Sharpe. There are many Pirates and Rockies 
photos within the lot; there might be some buried treasure 
here, this is completely fresh to market.
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76 1982 Donruss 
 Complete Factory Set Case (15 sets)  Nm-Mt ............ 150
Neat offering, this is an original factory set case, consigned 
by the original owner. This lot contains 15 sets that should 
be perfect, all with Ripken Rookies, Ryan, Rose etc. 
Who wants to do some major PSA 10 hunting?

 

78 1982 Topps  Complete Wax Case (20 boxes) .......... 500
Very desirable and fresh case, this is consigned to us by the 
original owner. This had a taped seal on the top but we 
opened it just to verify that the boxes looked right. The 
boxes show some slight general wear from shipping, the 
packs are otherwise perfectly tight, the boxes display well. 
These have been selling for over $200 a box of late, it will 
be interesting to see where this ends up. Grading has made 
cases like this quite scarce, and this will likely continue to be 
the case.

79 1982 Topps Cello  Collection of 61 different 
 Miswraps w/46 HOFers Showing!  NM ...................... 150
Interesting lot, these are Topps miswraps that somehow got 
out of the factory. Most but not all are perfectly tight, some 
have the backs of cards showing on the front and back. 
Cherry-picked in a good way by our consignor, this has an 
amazing number of HOFers on the front or back. We will 
photograph the nicest front stars, some may have a double 
in the lot.

80 Collection of 13 Donruss and Fleer Factory Sets
     Nm-Mt ................. 100
Lot of Donruss and Fleer factory sets, as follows: 83 Don-
russ (5), 84 Donruss, 88 Fleer (3) and 89 Fleer (4).

81 1984 Topps  
 Complete Vending Case (24 boxes)  ........................... 200
Full case of 1984 Topps vending, 24 boxes with 500 cards per 
box, 12,000 total cards. Consigned by the original owner, 
nothing has been touched. We opened the case just to verify 
contents, again nothing has been touched or pulled. 
Who wants to do some serious PSA 10 hunting?

82 1984 Topps  Wax Case  .............................. 300
Full case of 1984 Topps wax boxes. Popular year, these are 
consigned directly from the original owner and have not 
been touched. Full cases from the early to mid-1980s have 
been very hot in recent years, as they really seem to have 
dried up thanks to slabbing.
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Individual Baseball Cards

1887 N172 Old Judges

83  Burns, Thomas (Chicago) PSA 8 (stunning) . 700
With all of the great cards that trade these days, words like 
special and extraordinary become overused. The offered lot 
is a truly world class Old Judge card, the image is a 10/10 
in darkness, clarity and eye appeal. The corners are all very 
sharp, the back is perfect, this is a pristine card. This is per-
haps the finest condition Old Judge card that we have ever 
seen, this is perfect for both a super high quality type-card 
collector and someone who justs to own a stunningly beau-
tiful card from the 19th century. Fully deserving of its lofty 
grade, this is a truly remarkable condition card.

84  Hoover, Buster (Philly) PSA Authentic ..... 225
Very scarce pose, these hardly ever come to market. The 
image has outstanding contrast and looks great. The 
awkward hand-cut led to the Authentic grade, there is also 
staining on the right border. The back appears to be clean 
save for the stain.

85  Jack McGeachy SGC 7 ................... 200
Remarkable condition Old Judge card, this has a simply 
outstanding image with rich contrast and tremendous eye 
appeal. Well centered, the corners are sharp, the surfaces 
look great, the back is quite clean. How often can these cards 
be found in anything approaching this quality?

86  New York Mascot PSA 1 .................... 250
Fun card, how often do these come around? Creasing and 
general keeps this at a 1. This might be the first time that we 
have ever handled one of these charming cards.

87  Stratton, Scott (Louisville) SGC 3.5 ................ 350
Scarce and desirable team, among the most difficult in the 
set. Offered is a very clean VG Plus with a nice back, clean 
surfaces and a good image. There are no creases, the corners 
exhibit moderate wear.

88 1889 Police Gazette Cabinets 
 Sanders, A.B. Poor (trimmed mount) ....................... 250
Rare offering, this is a trimmed example from an almost 
impossible issue. This measures 4 3/8 x 6 and is a true 
cabinet with a real photo mounted onto board. The image 
presents well. As a full cabinet, high book is $8,800, VG is 
$2,650. We were not able to get this slabbed for unknown 
reasons.

89 1899 M101-1 Sporting News Premiums
  Cy Young (Dec 9) Good .................... 750
Offered is a simply terrific piece, how often does one see 
anything from Cy Young that was produced in 1899? One 
of his best looking oversize cards, this terrific premium has 
a fine image of Cy Young as a St. Louis pitcher from 1899. 
Measuring a robust 9x11, this has two small chips on the left 
border that can be easily matted out (the properly cut mat 
even comes with the lot!). Three edges are crisp, the wear is 
just on the left side. The back has a wonderful biography of 
Young to this point in his career and looks great save for the 
right edge. Profoundly undervalued in this market, these 
hardly ever come around and are almost criminally under-
valued compared to what his tobacco and candy cards from 
10+ years later trade at. A very, very shrewd buy in this mar-
ket, the winning bidder should really enjoy this extremely 
scarce and great card from one of the biggest names in all 
of baseball history.
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90 1905 Postcard  Philadelphia A’s PSA Authentic ..... 175
Very uncommon and desirable postcard, this is for the AL 
Champion 1905 Philadelphia A’s. This is postmarked 1905, 
the front is clean, the corners show about VG wear, the 
surfaces are clean, the image is quite nice. The player names 
are all identified on the bottom border, with note to HOFers 
Bander, Plank and Waddell.

91 1905 W600  Sam Leever PSA 3.5 ................. 500
Great piece, fresh to the hobby, this is a terrific example 
from this extremely desirable early 20th century cabinet 
issue. Very attractive, this has no creases, clean edges and a 
nice back. The image looks terrific, it appears to just have 
some mild and consistent corner wear. Quality card for the 
grade, these hardly ever come to market (the only sale on 
VCP was back in 2008!).

92 1906 W601  Philadelphia A’s VG-Ex ................... 150
Full-size, which is very unusual, this fine large piece depicts 
19 members of the 1906 Philadelphia A’s. A fine composite 
image, the image itself is perfect, there is a closed tear far 
above by the top border and some stray creases on the edges, 
the punchholes as issued are very clean. HOFers present 
here are Connie Mack, Eddie Plank, Rube Waddell and 
Chief Bender. While not rare, these large and very attractive 
premiums are much scarcer than most collectors realize. 
The blank reverse has no issues.

93 1907 Grignon Cubs Postcards  Hofman  SGC 5 ........ 150
Outstanding type-card, these are so hard to find in this 
quality. Well centered with bright white borders, this has not 
been mailed and could not be any cleaner. The surfaces look 
great, you cannot ask for more than this out of a 5.

94 1908 Bregstone Postcards Fred Beebe
                             PSA Authentic ............... 350
Very scarce issue, these hardly ever come to market. The 
offered postcard has a terrific sepia image and background. 
There are some fine surface creases on the front, the edges 
are crisp, the corners exhibit only minor wear. Postmarked 
1910, the entire back was filled out at the time and has nice 
content about the player pictured. Who wants to add a very 
difficult card to their type-card collection?

95 1908 Bregstone Postcards 
  Ed Konetchy PSA Authentic ..... 350
Great looking postcard from an extremely scarce issue, the 
surfaces are quite clean, this is postmarked 1909 with a 
period note. We could not see any creases or wrinkles, even 
under magnification, the corners exhibit only minor and 
consistent wear, the edges are crisp. Without respect to the 
letter, this appears to be Ex to our eyes. Who wants to add a 
very difficult card to their type-card collection?

1908 Rose Postcards

96  Chance SGC 1.5 ................ 400
Offered is a beautiful example from one of the ultimate 
postcard sets. Part of a Cubs team set that is fresh to the 
hobby, we are offering these as singles to give more collec-
tors a chance at these great cards. The offered card has a 
lovely front, with vibrant original color, perfect image qual-
ity and tremendous eye appeal; slight wear at the upper left 
corner is the only possible distraction here. The edges are 
crisp, this is postmarked 1909 with a nice note on the back. 
A significantly inferior condition SGC 1 sold for $1,065 
in 2016, a weak PSA 2.5 sold for $1,200 in 2014, those are 
the only two sales on VCP, this card hardly ever comes to 
market.
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1908 Rose Postcards

97  Evers PSA Authentic ..... 180
Offered is a beautiful example from one of the ultimate 
postcard sets. Part of a Cubs team set that is fresh to the 
hobby, we are offering these as singles to give more col-
lectors a chance at these great cards. The offered card has 
a lovely front, with vibrant original color, perfect image 
quality and slight general wear in spots, we do not know 
why it came back an Authentic. The edges are crisp, this is 
postmarked 1909 with a nice note on the back. Scarce piece, 
these only seem to come to market every few years (some-
thing tells me that this one will be moving up in grade in the 
future!).

98  Hofman SGC 1.5 ................ 150
Offered is a beautiful example from one of the ultimate 
postcard sets. Part of a Cubs team set that is fresh to the 
hobby, we are offering these as singles to give more collec-
tors a chance at these great cards. Scarce 1908 Cubs team 
member, the only sale we could find was for a 3 at $900 in 
2016. Colorful front has a vibrant image and a nice look, 
there is some moderate creasing by the top border. The back 
is postmarked 1909 with a note.

99  Kling (very rare) SGC 1.5 ................ 400
Offered is a beautiful example from one of the ultimate 
postcard sets. Part of a Cubs team set that is fresh to the 
hobby, we are offering these as singles to give more collec-
tors a chance at these great cards. Scarce 1908 Cubs team 
member, the front is super-clean with no creases or wrin-
kles, great color and hardly any wear. The back is not post-
marked but has a period note. Likely a rarity, THERE ARE 
NO SALES OF ANY KIND FOR THIS IN VCP.

100  Overall (very rare) SGC 1 ................... 400
Similar to the Kling, offered is a beautiful example from one 
of the ultimate postcard sets. Part of a Cubs team set that 
is fresh to the hobby, we are offering these as singles to give 
more collectors a chance at these great cards. Scarce 1908 
Cubs team member, the front is bright and attractive with 
hardly any creasing, great color and very slight general wear 
only. The back is postmarked 1909 with a period note. The 
back has photo corners from being in an album, perhaps 
that led SGC to grade this an awfully harsh 1. Likely a rarity, 
THERE ARE NO SALES OF ANY KIND FOR THIS IN VCP.

101  Schulte SGC 3...........400
Similar to several others, offered is a beautiful exam-
ple from one of the ultimate postcard sets. Part of a 
Cubs team set that is fresh to the hobby, we are offer-
ing these as singles to give more collectors a chance 
at these great cards. Scarce 1908 Cubs team member, 
the front looks great, with no creasing, great color and 
very clean surfaces. The back is clean, with no writing 
or postal cancellation (just slight corner toning from 
being in a photo album, there is no paper loss). 
Likely a rarity, THIS IS NOT EVEN LISTED ON VCP.

102  Sheckard SGC 3 ................... 400
Similar to the Kling, offered is a beautiful example from one 
of the ultimate postcard sets. Part of a Cubs team set that 
is fresh to the hobby, we are offering these as singles to give 
more collectors a chance at these great cards. Scarce 1908 
Cubs team member, the front is has one fine crease by the 
lower left corner, it otherwise looks terrific. The back is 
clean, with no writing or postal cancellation (just slight 
corner toning from being in a photo album, there is no pa-
per loss). Likely a rarity, THERE ARE NO SALES OF ANY 
KIND FOR THIS IN VCP.

103  Tinker (very rare) SGC 3 ................... 800
Extremely rare postcard from this most beautiful set of 
postcards ever issued, this card is a true gem. There are ab-
solutely no sales noted in VCP, this is the first time we have 
handled one of these. Fresh to the hobby, this was part of an 
enormous Chicago dealer’s collection until now. 
The condition is terrific, the front has no creases, vibrant 
green color, a perfect image of HOFer Joe Tinker and beau-
tiful raised gold lettering around his image. Corner wear is 
very mild, there is hardly any wear on the front of any note. 
The back is clean, with no writing or postal cancellation 
(just slight corner toning from being in a photo album, 
there is no paper loss). It is not every day given the state of 
the hobby and seemingly constant auctions that something 
this special comes up from a widely collected set and team, 
this lot represents a grand opportunity to add a truly special 
card to your collection.
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104 1909 E92 Dockman  Cy Young BVG 3 .......... 300
Neat card of Cy Young, these seem so cheap at current mar-
ket levels. Extremely attractive card has great color and a 
novel image not used on other cards. There is mild creasing 
and corner wear, the back is clean. This is a perfectly accept-
able VG overall.

105 1909 E95 Philadelphia Caramel Cobb  SGC 3 ....... 800
A classic Ty Cobb card from a widely collected set, the color 
and fine image set this apart from most other Cobb cards 
from this era. The offered card has a strikingly nice image, 
no visible creases or wrinkles, even under magnification, 
and a clean back. The corners show a fair amount of wear, 
the only issue with the card. This card has excellent eye ap-
peal. These seem so undervalued compared his T206s given 
the extremely difference in relative scarcity.

106 1909 S74 Silks w/paper backing  Cobb  SGC 2.5 ... 285
Really nice card, these are so undervalued when they can be 
found with the original paper backing. The key to the set, 
this is well centered with a fine image of Cobb and clean 
surfaces. This has the fold line in the center from the time 
of issue, and some corner wear. The silk does not go quite 
to the bottom border, the back displays well. This is a very 
impressive looking card for the grade.

107 1909 T204 Ramly 25 Eddie Cicotte    PSA 2 ........ 250
Very neat card of this key 1919 Black Sox figure, how often 
do these come around? The offered card is well centered 
with solid gold borders and a perfect image. The back is 
clean without issues. =We cannot see any creases or 
wrinkles even under magnification, it is not clear to us why 
this is not a 3.5 or so, it looks very nice.

108 1909 T204 Ramly 43 Johnny Evers  PSA 2 .......... 180
Tougher card of this popular early Cubs HOFer. An honest 
2, this has some creasing and a fair amount of corner wear. 
The image looks good, the back is fine, this has no technical 
defects, just honest wear.

109 1909 T204 Ramly 52 Clark Griffith  SGC 2 ........ 180
Interesting card has a strikingly vivid image that really looks 
great. Creasing, however keeps this no better than a 2. Well 
centered with even corner wear, the surfaces are otherwise 
clean, the back is nice.

110 1909 T206 243 Joe  Kelley PSA 3 (Old Mill) .. 100
Attractive card, always one of my favorites from this set. 
Elusive HOFer, this is good as it has a very clean Old Mill 
back. No visible creases or wrinkles, even corner wear, 
ideal 3.

111 1909 T206 263  Lajoie (throwing) 
                       PSA 1 (Brown Hindu back) .......... 700
Very scarce card with this back, Lajoie hardly ever comes 
around with a rare back. Widely collected player, the last 
example of this combo was a clearly trimmed SGC Authen-
tic that brought $1,560, an unaltered, fully original example 
has not traded in some time. The offered card earns its 1 
grade with creasing and wear, still the image is nice and 
it has respectable color. Crucially, THERE IS NO BACK 
DAMAGE, which is very unusual for a 1. The back looks 
good, this is a terrific tobacco card that is completely fresh 
to market.
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112 1910 E103 Williams Caramel
   Charles Dooin   PSA 4 .................... 250
Beautiful card from a very scarce issue, this is a perfect type-
card. Well centered with rich color and a superb image, the 
borders could not be any whiter. The blank back also looks 
great, we are not sure why this fine looking card only graded 
a 4.

1910 Sweet Caporal Pins

113 5 Home Run Baker PSA 8 ...................... 90
Well centered with no visible wear, this looks awfully clean. 
The original paper back is fully present, this does not seem 
like something that comes around very often in this quality.

114 10 Beals Becker PSA 8 ...................... 30
115 24.1 Howie Camnitz (small letters) PSA 8 ............. 30
117 44.1 Larry Doyle (small letters) PSA 8 ............. 30
118 62 Bob Groom PSA 8 ...................... 30
120 138.1 Gabby Street (small letters) PSA 8 ............. 30

116 31.1 Ty Cobb (small letters) PSA 8 .................... 350
Beautiful pinback, this has a perfect image, pristine surfaces 
and no visible wear. The paper looks great, slight centering 
to the left probably kept this from grading a 9, it is that 
strong.

119 98.2 John McGraw (large letters) PSA 8 ........... 150
Well centered with no visible wear and a strikingly nice 
image, this certainly looks to be at least an 8. These seem 
like a very good buy right now in this quality, especially for 
a name as big as John McGraw.

 
121 1911 D304 Brunners Bread
   Nap Lajoie   SGC 1.5 ................ 250
Very scarce card, we hardly ever see these. Among the 
toughest regular issue Nap Lajoie cards, this should be a 
very popular lot. Well centered with strong color and a 
terrific novel image of Lajoie, creasing and corner wear keep 
this at a very attractive 1.5. The back has a slight stamp and 
there is a spot of toning on the left border on the front; still 
this card looks much nicer than a 1.5 for eye appeal.

122 1911 D304 Brunners Bread
   Honus Wagner   SGC 1.5 ................ 800
Key card of Honus Wagner, these are so scarce. Very under-
valued in our opinion right now, this is such a tough and 
great set. This colorful card has a fine image of Honus Wag-
ner batting against an attractive light blue background. This 
grades only a 1.5 due to come creasing and corner wear, but 
the card retains all of its original color and displays really 
well. The back is fine, this is an ideal card for the grade. 
Who wants to add one of the tougher early Wagner cards to 
their collection?

123 1911 E94 Close Candy  Johnny Evers (purple)
      SGC 2 ................... 300
Very tough card, this has a gorgeous image and stunning 
original color. Well centered with bright white borders, this 
is the kind of card that will make one want to start a set of 
these. Creasing that does not crack the paper keeps this at a 
2, the back is perfectly bright and clean.
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124 1911 T3 Turkey Red  9   Ty Cobb SGC 1 .......... 750
The key card to this great set, this one is nice as it will not 
break the bank! Low grade but with a nice image, pinholes 
in subtle spots and edge wear/chipping keep this at Poor. 
The back otherwise has no damage, the image retains re-
spectable color, the card has toning from age.

125 1911 T3 Turkey Red 124  Bobby Wallace 
      PSA 3.5 ................. 240
High number HOFer, one of the toughest HOFers from this 
great set. This has no visible creases or wrinkles and the 
back is a desirable ad back. The corners show mild and 
consistent wear, the edges look good, the image of Wallace is 
very nice. This is a perfect card for the grade.

126 1911 S110   Large Silk Premium 
 w/4 HOFers including Cobb & Mathewson   Ex+ ........ 800
The offered lot is one of the greatest of all early large format 
card-related displays. This is a wonderful 22 x 21 composi-
tion with five of the beloved 7x9 large format S81 silks on a 
baseball diamond. Christy Mathewson gets the center spot, 
the others go to Ty Cobb, Tris Speaker, Frank Home Run 
Baker and Marty O’Toole. The images all have rich color 
and good contrast, these are particularly attractive and well 
preserved. This has some fine wrinkling as is always the case 
given the medium on which it was printed, the overall dis-
play value is extremely substantial and impressive. Perfectly 
matted and framed to 29 x 28, this is a real conversation 
stopper. Tremendously undervalued compared to the tobac-
co cards from this era, it seems almost criminal that a T206 
Green Cobb in a 1, 2 or 3 might sell for well more than this 
gorgeous, clean and frankly quite scarce piece.

127 1912 T202 Triple Folders 
   75.1 Ty Cobb Steals Third (Cobb, Jennings)  PSA 3 ...... 500
The key card to this underrated set, this has images of 
Ty Cobb in the center and right panel, with his HOF team-
mate on the left panel. Very nice for the grade, this has no 
center panel fold, reasonably clean edges and mid-grade 
corners. A few slight wrinkles here and there led PSA to 
grade this a somewhat harsh 3.

128 1913 Cravats Felt Pennants  Ed Walsh  Ex ............. 150
Very clean and colorful pennant, our grade may be a bit low 
here. Vibrant with no issues this 8 3/8 inch high pennant has 
a fine image of HOFer Ed Walsh. The back is fine, the edges 
are crisp, this is an ideal type-card.

129 1913 T200 11 Cleveland Americans   SGC 2 ......... 200
A key to the set, this is one of a handful of affordable cards 
to picture Shoeless Joe Jackson as a player. Well centered 
with rich brown borders and great image quality, creasing 
by the lower left corner keeps this at a 2. The back is other-
wise clean.

130 1914 Polo Grounds  Claude Hendrix PSA 9 ........ 50
Mint Polo Grounds card, perfect for a set or top quality 
type-card collection.

131 1914 Polo Grounds  Ed Walsh PSA 9 ........... 120
Mint card of this early White Sox HOFer, the grade looks 
right to us. This card is spotless.

132 1914 Polo Grounds  Eddie Plank PSA 8.5 .......... 80
Underrated card of HOFer Eddie Plank, who has very few 
period cards. The slightest lack of sharpness at the lower 
right corner keeps this from grading a 9, this is otherwise 
immaculate. These seem so cheap right now.
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133 1915 Cracker Jack 
  68 Honus Wagner PSA Authentic ................... 400
One of the most affordable examples of this great card one is 
likely to see, a collector crossed out Wagner’s printed name 
and info in the bottom border and hand wrote WAGNER 
S.S. in ink. The image of Wagner is not affected, the back is 
fine as well. The card has some creasing and general wear 
but retains a quality image of the legendary Wagner and 
good color.

134 1915 Cracker Jack
  88 Christy Mathewson   PSA 1 .................... 400
Affordable example of a classic card, this is full size. The 
back has no paper loss, the image of Mathewson still pres-
ents well despite the condition. A typical 1, lots of creasing 
and corner wear are the culprits here, there are no technical 
flaws or defects that we could see.

135 1921 E121 Series 80 #1 G.C. Alexander 
   (right hand forward) SGC 5 ................... 225
Condition sensitive issue, how often do you find any key 
HOFer from this set in a 5 holder? The offered card is well 
centered with slight corner wear only, the image looks great, 
the back is clean.

136 1922 W503 15 Casey Stengel PSA 1 .................... 150
Extremely scarce card of the beloved Casye Stengel, how 
often do these come around? Well centered with a fine 
image and clean borders, some minute scrapes on the front 
keep this at a 1. The blank back looks good.

137 1927 W560  Walter Johnson SGC 9 ................... 100
Neat card of Walter Johnson, one of the very few attainable 
9s from this legendary pitcher. Perfect quality, the cut could 
not be any nicer, the corners any sharper. This is fully de-
serving of its Mint 9 grade to our eyes.

138 1929 Certified’s Ice Cream Pins Hornsby  Ex ........ 225
Rare pin, this is something that you just never see. From an 
incredible Chicago collection, this 1 inch pinback has a nice 
face, with rust showing on the bottom rim. This nonetheless 
retains a very nice look.

139 1929 Certified’s Ice Cream Pins  
  Wilson, Hack    Ex ................ 210
Rare pin, this is something that you just never see. From an 
incredible Chicago collection, this 1 inch pinback has a nice 
face, with mild general wear keeping this at a pleasing Ex. 
We have n

140 1929 Exhibit
  Durocher, Gehrig, Koenig, Ruth PSA 2 ........... 300
The first card to pair Babe Ruth with Lou Gehrig, these have 
always been scarce and seem almost criminally undervalued 
given what common cards like the 1921 Ruth Exhibit are 
trading for these days. This is a very attractive card with fine 
images of four Yankee players. Unmailed, the back is clean 
with no damage. The corners show wear, there is no visible 
creasing. The card has some slight staining by the bottom 
border, which probably led to the 2 grade. This is a very nice 
looking card for the grade, probably a great card to put in a 
closet for a few years to see what happens to the market.

141 1932 U.S. Caramel 32 Babe Ruth SGC 2 ........ 1200
A classic and very desirable Babe Ruth card, this is so much 
scarcer than the 1933 Goudey cards that trade all the time. 
Fun card has a priceless image of Babe Ruth, this is well cen-
tere with good color and a clean back. Creasing and corner 
wear alas keep this at a 2. An honest 2, this is a perfect card 
as it will be in the reach of a much wider range of collectors 
than a higher grade example that will command close to five 
figures or more. An almost iconic card of Babe Ruth, this is 
a perfect addition for any quality 1930s or Babe Ruth card 
collection.
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142 1933 Butter Cream  Paul Waner SGC 6 .......... 150
So scarce, how often do you ever see these cards come 
around? A novel design with a fairly unique image, this has 
square corners and is remarkably clean. This is easily one of 
the very nicest condition Butter Cream cards that we have 
ever seen and it is a HOFer!

144 1933 Goudey  92 Lou Gehrig SGC 2.5 ............ 600
Classic card of Lou Gehrig, you have to love the image. 
Reasonably well centered with no visible creases or wrinkles, 
this has good color and a fine image. The back is clean, 
some slight hints of surface wear led SGC to grade this a 
somewhat conservative 2.5, it looks more like a 3 or 3.5 to 
us. The corners show only mild and consistent wear.

145 1933 Goudey  160 Lou Gehrig SGC 2 ............... 600
The tougher Gehrig card, this one has a substantial crease 
by the lower right corner. Corner wear is heavy, the color 
is still good, the back has no damage and the image still 
displays well. These cards are so hot right now, maybe even 
more so in lower grade.

146 1933 Worch Cigar  Dean, Dizzy PSA 4.5 ........ 250
Terrific oversize card of Dizzy Dean, how often do these 
ever come up? Fine looking card has a terrific and novel 
image of Dean with his hands high above his head about 
to make a pitch. The card is quite clean and fresh, the back 
is bright white, the borders and image both look great. We 
could not see any creases or wrinkles, even under magnifica-
tion. Mild corner wear probably led to the somewhat tough 
4.5 grade, this is a fine looking card that presents as an 
Ex Plus for eye appeal.

147 1934 Diamond Stars 72 Piet PSA 8 ...................... 45
Sharp and well centered, this is a fine looking 8.

1939 HOF Centennial Stamps

148  Alexander (highest graded, 1/3) PSA 8 ............ 60
Mint stamp of the beloved Grover Cleveland Alexander, 
the color could not be any brighter.

149  Ty Cobb (pop 1/2, highest graded) PSA 9 .......... 180
Very colorful and attractive Ty Cobb stamp, this looks ter-
rific. Perfectly centered with super sharp edges and a pris-
tine back, the condition here is superb. There are no sales 
above an 8 in VCP.

150  Doubleday PSA 9 ............ 45
Mint stamp of Abner Doubleday from the year of his great-
est posthomous fame, the borders are perfect, the color 
could not be any brighter.

151  Johnson (highest graded, 1/2) PSA 8 ............ 90
Very attractive stamp has a vivid purple background and a 
fine image of this amazing pitcher. The condition is terrific, 
with bright white borders, sharp edges and a very fresh feel. 
It is not every day one will see a highest graded pre-war item 
from Walter Johnson that will not require a second mort-
gage!

152  Keeler (highest graded, 1/4) PSA 8 ............ 60
Very attractive stamp has vivid colors, perfect white borders 
and sharp edges.

153  Lajoie (highest graded, 1/4) PSA 8 ............ 75
Very uncommon Lajoie item, we hardly ever see these. 
Solid 8, the color and imagery look great.

154  Mathewson (highest graded, 1/2) PSA 9 ............ 90
Fine looking Mathewson stamp, the color could not be any 
brighter, this is a particularly nice looking Mint 9. Given 
how many years PSA has been around, it is amazing that 
this is a 1/2.
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155 1939 Play Ball 56 Hank Greenberg PSA 8 ...... 300
Very sharp and super clean, this looks terrific. The corners 
are razor sharp, the surfaces are immaculate, the image 
could not be any nicer. 60/40 centering to the left border 
probably kept this out of contention for a 9.

156 1941 Play Ball 19 Gehringer SGC 7 ...... 100
Fine looking card has great color and a terrific image. 
Clean, the corners come to solid points, centering is mildly 
to the right border. These are not easy cards to find in this 
quality.

157 1947 Exhibit 147 Koufax PSA 8 ...... 150
Laser sharp card, this is the nicest one that we have ever 
handled. Pristine, this has four very sharp corners,Mint edg-
es and immaculate surfaces. This pricey card lists for $800 
in the SMR and is a pop 1/8 with only three higher.

158 1948 Bowman 45 Sauer RC SGC 7.5 ..... 53
Very sharp and clean, the corners are quite strong. Slight 
centering to the right border keeps this tougher card at a 
7.5.

1948 Leafs

159 81   George Kurowski SP PSA 6 ...... 150
Sharp card is centered very heavily to the top border. This 
has slight toning and is a touch out of register. The color is 
good, the corners are all quite sharp.

160 88   Frank Gustine SP  PSA 6 ...... 150
Scarce card, one of my old customers needed this card for 
years to finish his set. A beautiful card, this is well centered 
with rich color, clean borders and solid corners. The back is 
clean, this should be an upgrade for almost anyone.

161 98    Hal Newhouser RC SP PSA 6 .... 1500
White-hot card, these have been bringing tremendous prices 
in recent years. A 6 is a remarkable grade for this card; a 4 
sold for $3,925 in our last major auction. Fresh to market, 
this great looking card has four square corners, very clean 
surfaces, rich color and clean borders. The back has no print 
issues, this is a hair out of register. Mild centering to the top 
border likely kept this at a 6. Who wants to add a great card 
that could not be any hotter to their collection?

162 102 Gene Hermansk Error PSA 3.5 ... 100
One of my personal favorites, this is a true and clear varia-
tion. Quite scarce, it is odd that these have come down in 
price in recent years as we hardly ever see these. The offered 
card is extremely nice for the grade; it is well centered with 
rich color and a perfect image. There are no visible creases, 
the corners show moderate and consistent wear, the back 
looks good.

163 144 Bob Dillinger SP PSA 5 ...... 150
Well centered with beautiful registration, this has terrific 
color and image quality. The corners show mild and consis-
tent wear, the back is a clean, a terrific 5 to our eyes.

164 158 Harry Breechen SP PSA 6 ...... 150
Laser sharp card, this has four perfect corners, great color, 
clean borders and immaculate surfaces. Centered to the 
bottom border, there is a slight miscut on the back, this is 
otherwise Near Mint to Mint, it is that sharp. Scarce card, 
this is one of the very nicest examples that we have ever seen.

165 161 Vern Stephens SP PSA 5 ...... 150
Well centered with rich color and square corners, this has a 
great image. Slight print lines probably kept this at a 5, 
the back is clean, the image is well registered.
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166 1949 Bowman 24 Musial     PSA 7 (ctd) ............. 300
A classic early Bowman card, these seem so undervalued in 
this quality. Offered is a terrific 7, notable for top quality 
centering and four consistent and strong Near Mint corners. 
The color looks great, the borders are perfect and the image 
of Stan The Man batting could not be any nicer.

1951 Bowmans

167 165 Ted Williams PSA 7 ............ 250
A key to the set, this is a desirable Ted Williams card. Often 
found with terrible corners and print issues, the offered card 
is a very nice 7. The corners are quite sharp, the image looks 
great, the borders are quite clean and white. Centering to 
the top border keeps this fine looking card at a 7.

168 198 Monte Irvin RC PSA 8 ............ 300
Solid 8, these are not easy cards to find in this quality. The 
offered card has the richest color and perhaps the nicest 
image that we have seen on one of these. Reasonably well 
centered, this has bright white borders and four sharp cor-
ners. HOFer 8 Rookie Cards are always popular, who wants 
to cross this toughie off their list?

169 253 Mickey Mantle RC PSA 2.5 ....... 1800
One of the ultimate baseball cards, the true Rookie Card of 
Mickey Mantle. Not rare but always desirable, these have 
been appreciating rapidly in recent years. The offered card 
walked into the National Convention as part of a set, it has 
not been offered for public auction until now. Very precisely 
graded, this card has a reasonably nice image, mild creasing 
by the corners and a clean back. Centered to the top border, 
the corners exhibit moderate and consistent wear. A pleas-
ing card for the grade, this has no technical defects, paper 
loss etc. This is a perfect card to fill perhaps the ultimate 
hole in your Rookie Card collection, especially if you do not 
want to spend five figures or more on a much higher grade 
card.

170 276 Quinn PSA 8 .............. 45
Extremely sharp and clean card, the borders are bright 
white. Slight centering to the top border kept this out of 
contention for a 9.

171 304 Gettel PSA 8 .............. 39
Well centered with four sharp corners, who wants to add 
this to their high grade set?

172 320 White PSA 8 .............. 39
Very well centered with four solid corners, the image looks 
great.

178 1952 Bowman 196  Stan Musial PSA 7 ............ 150
One of the absolute keys to the set, this is a really nice 7. 
Well centered with rich color and no print issues, the image 
could not be any nicer. The corners come to solid points, 
the borders are bright white. These seem so undervalued 
to us in this quality. Who wants to upgrade one of the most 
desirable cards in their 1952 Bowman set?

179 1952 Look-N-See 15  Babe Ruth PSA 6 .............. 50
Crisp card has great color, square corners and clean white 
borders. Centered mildly to the lower right corner, this is a 
very high-end 6.

1951 Topps Red Backs

173 6 Reynolds PSA 9 .............. 30
Popular star Yankee pitcher, this has perfect edges and a 
great looking image.

174 28  Valo PSA 9 .............. 30
The edges are Mint, the back shows a fine wrinkle under 
magnification.

175 30  Spahn PSA 8 .............. 24
 
176 38  Duke Snider PSA 9 .............. 75
Superb condition card, the front is absolutely immaculate 
with perfect edges, great centering and pristine surfaces. 
The back is quite sharp as well, this is a great card to add to 
a very high grade set.
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1952 Topps

180 261 Willie Mays SGC 5 ................. 1500
Key card, one of the best cards from the 1950s, this example 
has tremendous color and eye appeal. The image is perfectly 
focused, the borders are nice and white and the card has 
a very fresh look. The corners come to points but exhibit 
slight wear. Centered to the left border, or this might have 
had a shot at a 6. Very, very fine card for the grade, this will 
ably fill this most vital hole in all but a very high grade 1952 
Topps set.

181 329 Ivan Delock PSA 7 ................... 175
Popular Red Sox high number, this has truly outstanding 
color and image quality. The corners are all very sharp, the 
borders bright white. Mild centering to the left border keeps 
this at a very nice 7.

182 355 Bobby Morgan PSA 7 ................... 225
Fun horizontal card of a Brooklyn Dodger, this has a fine 
image. Sharp card has four square corners that exhibit hard-
ly any wear, centering to the left border keeps this at a 7.

183 359 Fondy PSA 8 ................... 350
Another horizontal card, this has a great image. Well cen-
tered with four sharp corners, this is an exceptionally fine 
card. The borders are perfectly white, the corners are truly 
superb, this is a great looking 8.

184 377 Dressen PSA 8 oc .............. 300
One of the hardest cards in the 52 set to find with good cen-
tering, this one is actually better centered than most that 
trade. Colorful card has four sharp corners, this is in be-
tween 70/30 and 75/25 to the left border which again is not 
bad at all.

185 379 Joe Rossi PSA 7 ................... 225
Well centered with four very sharp corners, we thought this 
would come back an 8. A superior 7, this looks very nice.

186 385 Franks PSA 7 ................... 200
Centered nearly 50/50 all around, this has rich color and 
four square corners. The image looks great, the image quali-
ty really sets this one apart.

187 407 Eddie Mathews PSA 6 pd ............ 2000
The second most important card in this legendary set, this 
is a very interesting and unusual card. The front of the card 
is well centered with four square corners, a perfect image, 
rich color and spotless white borders. The back has no 
damage or paper loss but the printed biographical detail in 
the top is printed all in red, something we have never seen 
before. Interesting card, imagine what this would sell for if 
it was a T206 Cobb!

188 1953 Bowman Color 33 Reese SGC 7 ...... 250
Vital card, one of the most popular of the decade. This one 
is truly razor sharp with four perfect corners, a superb im-
age and brilliant white borders. Heavy centering to the right 
border keeps this from grading a 9 or higher, still the card 
looks great.
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189 1953 Briggs    Gil McDougald PSA 3 ...... 210
Extremely scarce card, we may have had only two of these in 
20 years! A Yankee, this is needed by any serious 1950s Yan-
kee oddball collector. The offered card has four very sharp 
corners, good color and a terrific image. Some fine creasing 
that does not crack the paper (as is almost always present 
with the issue) keeps this at an awfully, awfully nice VG 3. 
The winning bidder should really enjoy this very difficult 
and attractive card.

190 1953 Hunters Weiners
  Clark/Haddix Full Panel                          SGC 1.5 ....... 400
Rare full panel, this has good color and displays very well. 
Well cut to our eyes, we are not sure why it came back an 
SGC Authentic. There is some creasing by the bottom and 
general wear is evident, but nonetheless the card presents 
quite well. Who wants to add something very cool to an 
advanced type-card collection?

191 1954 Bowman 90 Campanella PSA 8 ...... 100
A key to the set, this has great color and a superb image. 
The corners are very sharp, the borders are perfectly clean. 
Centering to the left border keeps this at a sharp 7.

192 1954 Hunters Weiners  Cot Deal/Alex Grammas
   Full Panel                       SGC Authentic ........... 300
Rare full panel, this has good color and displays very well. 
Cut close in spots, that is why it came back an SGC Authen-
tic. There is hardly any creasing, the back has some wear but 
is not bad, the card presents quite well. Who wants to add 
something very cool to an advanced type-card collection?

193 1954 Hunters Weiners   Stan Musial SGC 1 ...... 600
Rare card of Stan Musial, these hardly ever come to market. 
Fairly well cut, SGC graded this an awfully tough 1. This 
has moderate corner wear, VG or so with some of the typical 
staining on the back. The front has good color and a nice 
look, creasing is present but far from terrible. How often do 
these ever come up for sale?

194 1954 Spic Span 8  Ray Crone PSA 8 ........ 12
195 1954 Spic Span 9  Jack Dittmer PSA 7 .......... 9
 
196 1954 Topps 10 Jackie Robinson PSA 7 ...... 200
Beautiful card, this is often found with rounded corners and 
other condition issues. One of the very nicest examples that 
we have ever seen or handled, this superb card has four 
sharp corners, bright white borders and a fantastic image of 
Jackie. This has almost no print dots/snow, the registration 
is right on. This should be an upgrade for almost all of you.

197 1954 Topps 128 Aaron RC         PSA 6 st ......... 975
Fresh card, this came from the original owner at the Nation-
al Convention. Vital card, this has great color and perfect 
image quality, this has a very strong look and feel. The cor-
ners come to points but exhibit slight wear, the borders are 
clean, centering is no worse than 70/30 to the right border. 
The stain qualifier is a bit harsh, the staining on the back is 
very, very mild. Fine looking Aaron Rookie, this is the first 
time this has come up for public sale.

198 1955 Bowman 23 Kaline PSA 8 ........ 70
Only his second-year card, this fine 8 is well centered with 
four very sharp corners.

200 1955 Hunters Weiners
   Stan Musial                              SGC 1.5 .......... 750
Extremely scarce larger format card, this is something that 
hardly ever comes to market. Creasing keeps this at a tough 
1.5, this is reasonably well cut with no back damage. The 
color and image quality are terrific, this is simply a great 
looking example of one of Stan Musial’s most difficult cards. 
Hardly any of these trade with a numerical grade, who 
wants to add a very neat card to their collection?
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199 1955 Exhibit  Jackie Robinson (postcard back)
                                    PSA 5 (pop 1/1, highest graded) ........ 250
A key piece to this great subset, this is something that you 
hardly ever see. Offered is a PSA 5 grade, this is the highest 
graded example to date. The image of Jackie rounding a 
base looks great, the edges are crisp, the postcard back looks 
great. Very mild corner wear keeps this at a 5. How often do 
you have a chance to get a true highest grade Jackie Robin-
son card?

201 1955 Topps 50 Jackie Robinson PSA 5.5 ........ 60
Very popular card from Jackie’s only World Championship, 
this is a textbook Ex Plus card with strong centering, great 
color, a perfect image and no print issues. The corners come 
to points but exhibit only very minute wear, this is a very 
fine looking card.

202 1956 Topps 31 Aaron PSA 7 ......... 125
Only his third-year card, this has fine color and bright white 
borders. A white-back variation, this is sharp but centered 
to the right border.

203 1956 Topps 130 Mays SGC 7 ......... 125
Very popular card, one of the keys to this widely collected 
set. This card has square corners and good color, mild cen-
tering to the left border keeps this at a 7.

204 1956 Topps 135 Mantle    PSA 5.5 (grey) ............ 480
Well centered and really nice, PSA really split hairs on this 
one. A 6 on the right day, the corners come to nice points, 
the borders are white, the color is terrific. Classic Mantle 
card, this looks great.

205 1957 Topps  328 Brooks Robinson RC SGC 7 ...... 400
Key card that is needed by so many collectors, these seem so 
undervalued. Reasonably well centered with four sharp cor-
ners, this is quite clean and fine. The image looks great, the 
color is bright, the borders are pristine. The image quality 
could not be any better.

206 1957 Topps 378  SGC 8 ........ 12
 
207 1957 Topps  400 Dodgers Sluggers PSA 7 ...... 100
Solid 7 has four sharp corners, rich color, clean white bor-
ders and a fine image. Mild centering to the bottom border 
keeps this classic card at a very nice 7.

208 1958 Topps   47 Maris RC PSA 7 ...... 200
Key Rookie Card, these are always so popular. Offered is a 
very sharp card with strong corners, great color and a per-
fect image. The borders are bright white, centering to the 
lower right corner keeps this at a very sharp 7.

209 1958 Topps   61 Darrell Johnson YL PSA 8 ...... 150
Very desirable card as Yellow Letter variations are so hard to 
find in quality. Fresh to market, offered is a PSA 8 with 
exceptionally rich color, four sharp corners and 60/40 or so 
centering all around. Who wants to fill a tougher hole in a 
PSA 8 master set?

210 1958 Topps  375 Reese SGC 8 ........ 40
Solid 8, this has terrific center, four very sharp corners, 
perfect borders and a fine image. This is Pee Wee’s last card.

211 1958 Topps 418 Mantle/Aaron           PSA 7 ........... 150
Quality 7, this fun card is reasonably well centered with four 
sharp corners, bright white borders and particularly clean 
surfaces. This has none of the usual print issues, the im-
age of these two legendary HOFers paired together looks 
terrific.

212 1958 Topps 436 Mays/Snider             SGC 8.5 ......... 200
Superb condition card, this is well centered with four amaz-
ingly sharp corners, perfect white borders and a great image 
of these fellow HOF outfielders. 58s are such great cards 
when they can be found in this superb quality.

213 1959 Topps 10 Mantle                       BVG 5.5 ......... 270
Very attractive 59 Mantle, this has exceptional color, a per-
fect photo and no print issues or lines. Centered mildly to 
the bottom border and almost perfectly left to right, this has 
a great look. The corners come to points but exhibit very, 
very slight wear. This is an extremely nice card for the grade, 
and will likely be an upgrade for many of you.
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1959 Topps

214 20 Snider PSA 8 ............ 60
Top quality low number HOFer, this has four sharp corners, 
bright white corners and great color. This is centered mildly 
to the right border, not bad at all.

215 150 Musial PSA 8 .......... 125
Fine 8, this has extraordinary color and image quality. Rea-
sonably well centered, this has four very sharp corners and 
bright white borders. Usually found with terrible centering, 
this is very fine 8. Oddly enough, this is Musial’s first true 
regular issue Topps card with stats on the back.

216 360 Kaline PSA 8 ............ 50
Popular card, this is centered slightly to the left border. 
The corners are all sharp, the borders are quite clean.

217 478 Clemente SGC 8 ......... 150
Popular card of Clemente, this has four super sharp corners, 
perfect white borders and excellent color. Mild centering to 
the top border keeps this at an awfully sharp 8.

218 509 Cash RC PSA 8 ............ 70
Key high number, very popular card. A terrific 8, this is 
reasonably well centered with four particularly sharp cor-
ners and pristine white borders. The color is great.

219 1960 Spic Span Braves   Aaron PSA 7 ...... 200
Fun card of Aaron, this is not something you see every day. 
Reasonably well centered with four sharp corners, this 
has perfect white borders and a fine novel image of Aaron 
batting. The back looks great. The slightly larger size of this 
issue (2 3/4 x 3 1/8) really enhances the look of this card.

220 1961 Clover Leaf Dairy  Tuttle (full box)  Ex-Mt .... 150
Rare full milk carton, this is flat and unused. Something you 
just never see, this is a perfect for a very advanced type-
card collector or big vintage Minnesota Twins collector. 
Produced for the first year of the Twins, this is strikingly 
clean and nice, with only some very minute wrinkles on the 
corners, the image looks great, this retains its wonderful 
original color.

221 1961 Franklin Dairy   Harmon Killebrew 
  Complete Box (extremely rare)   Ex ............ 500
Something that just does not come up for sale, this is a pro-
foundly rare full milk carton produced of the beloved Har-
mon Killebrew in the first year of Minnesota Twins baseball. 
This is flat and unused, with clean surfaces. The image of 
Killebrew is perfect and the edges are crisp. There are some 
fine wrinkles on the covers and a slight crease at the top that 
does not crack the paper. This presents very well and is ideal 
for the collector of regional rarities. This has a substantial 
catalog value in the Krause guide but we suspect that it may 
be much more valuable than that - we will start this very low 
and let the bidders decide!

222 1961 Post Cereal  92.2  Harmon Killebrew 
  (company, Minneapolis)   PSA 8 ...... 50
Strong 8, this is well centered with four sharp corners. This 
is a super clean card that more than earns its 8 grade.

223 1961 Topps 44 Mantle/Maris LL PSA 8 ........ 50
Well centered with four sharp corners, the color is particu-
larly rich here.

224 1961 Topps 443 Snider SGC 9 ...... 100
Great looking card, this is well centered with four Dead 
Mint corners, perfect white borders and a great image. 
We hardly ever see this card in such remarkable quality.

225 1962 Topps 10 Clemente PSA 8 ...... 350
Fine Clemente 8, this has four sharp corners, perfect brown 
borders with no wear and a crystal clear image. The surfaces 
are quite clean, there is hardly any print. Centered about 
60/40 to the right border, this is a very solid card for the 
grade. Not a rare card but these do seem like a very good 
deal to us at current market levels given how condition 
sensitive this set is.
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226 1962 Topps  54 NL Home Run Leaders 
  (Mays/Cepeda/F. Robinson) PSA 9 ........ 80
Strikingly clean card, this has that signature Mint look. 
Perfectly centered with four supremely sharp corners, the 
brown borders could not be any nicer. This will find a very 
nice home in your very high grade 62 set.

227 1962 Topps  200 Mantle                         PSA 8 ......... 3000
One of the most attractive of all Topps Mantle cards, this is 
also one of the very hardest to find in top quality due to the 
very condition sensitive brown borders. Offered is a truly 
remarkable quality card, fully deserving of its PSA 8 grade. 
This is very well centered with terrific rich brown borders, 
a perfectly bright and clear image of Mickey Mantle from 
the height of his fame and four strong corners. The corners 
exhibit hardly any wear and are very solid. The surfaces 
look great, this is a great card to add to any serious Mantle 
collection or for a world class 1962 Topps set. The nicest 
62 Mantle we may have ever handled, this is a truly special 
condition card.

228 1963 Fleer   43 Maury Wills  PSA 8 ........ 50
Neat card as Wills is on no regular issue cards, this is well 
centered with four very sharp corners and bright white 
borders.

229 1963 Topps  138 Mays/Musial PSA 9 ...... 150
Gorgeous card with four perfect corners, great centering 
and a perfect image with no print. The borders could not 
be any whiter, there are no chips in the yellow borders. Who 
wants to upgrade one of the most popular cards in this set?

230 1963 Topps 173 Bombers Best (Mantle)  SGC 8.5 . 200
Fine looking card has four perfect Mint corners and no 
chipping in the green border. The image looks great, with 
hardly any snow or print issues. Centered slightly to the left 
or this almost surely would have graded a 9 or higher, it is 
that nice.

231 1963 Topps  537 Pete Rose RC                 SGC 7.5 ... 1000
Vital 1960s Rookie Card, these are always so popular. Inter-
esting card, this has perfect color, no print lines or dots and 
immaculate surfaces. There is no chipping in the top blue 
border, all four corners are extremely sharp. Slight centering 
to the right border, no worse than 70/30 keeps this at a 7.5. 
Who wants to fill in the ultimate hole in their high grade 
63 set?

232 1963 Topps Peel Offs  Stan Musial PSA 10 ...... 50
Uncommon oddball Stan Musial card from this final year as 
a player, this card could not be any sharper or cleaner. Any 
high grade Musial or oddball collector of this era should 
really enjoy this remarkably sharp card.

233 1964 Topps  200 Aaron                     PSA 8.5 ............. 425
One of my personal favorites from Aaron’s 1960s Topps 
cards, this is such a fine looking card when it can be found 
in this quality. The offered card is a real stunner, it is just 
about perfectly centered with four sharp corners, bright 
white borders, a superb image and rich, original color. 
The corners hardly exhibit any wear at all even under mag-
nification, this is an awfully nice card for the grade.
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234 1964 Topps  423 Aaron/Mays SGC 8.5 ... 100
Fun card, it is great that Topps made cards like this in the 
1960s. Absolutely razor sharp, this has four Dead Mint cor-
ners, perfect white borders and a perfect image. Very slight 
centering to the upper right keeps this at a high-end 8.5.

235 1964 Topps Giant 25 Mickey Mantle SGC 8.5 .. 40
Always popular, this has four super sharp corners and per-
fect white borders. Very slight centering to the left border 
kept this from a 9.

236 1964 Topps Giant 49 Aaron PSA 9 ........... 30
Mint 9 Hank Aaron card, this looks to be fully deserving of 
the grade. The centering and corners are both perfect, the 
color is terrific.

237 1964 Topps Giant 51 Mays PSA 9 ......... 125
A key to the set, these are missing from many that come to 
market. Very well centered with four Mint corners, this is an 
immaculate card. Who wants to upgrade?

238 1964 Topps Giant 55 Cepeda PSA 10 ......... 70
Gem Mint card of a HOFer, not a rare issue but still it is 
always neat to get a 10 from 1964!

239 1964 Topps Stand Up 48  Willie Mays      PSA 8....... 250
A key to the set, this is a very nice 8. Well centered with rich 
color, this has four sharp corners that exhibit hardly any 
wear. The color borders look great, as does the image of 
Mays. These are not so easy to find in this quality.

240 1964 Topps Stand Up 69  Warren Spahn BVG 9 .. 300
A real stunner, this looks to be the right grade and can prob-
ably cross to another service if desired. Well centered with 
four absolutely perfect corners, the color and  image quality 
are amazing. There are no chips of any kind in the green or 
yellow border, this is one of the sharpest 64 Stand Ups that 
you will ever see.

241 1965 Topps  16 Joe Morgan RC PSA 8 ...... 129
Classic 8 of a very popular HOFer, this is well centered with 
four sharp corners, perfect white borders and a perfect im-
age. Fresh to the hobby, this is a great looking 8.

242 1965 Topps 134 Mantle World Series 
  Game 3 Home Run  PSA 9 ...... 125
Classic 9, we know this is not rare but still this is a beautiful 
card. Well centered with four absolutely perfect corners, the 
borders are pristine, this card has that signature Mint look.

243 1965 Topps 250 Mays PSA 8 ...... 150
Popular card from Willie’s second MVP season, this exam-
ple has four extremely sharp corners, a perfect image and 
pristine white borders. Slight centering to the right border 
kept this out of contention for a 9, this is an exceptionally 
sharp card.

244 1966 Topps 540 McLain SGC 8.5 ..... 50
One of the key high numbers from this widely collected set, 
this is well centered with four very sharp corners, particu-
larly bright white borders and a superb image. A flick from 
a Mint 9, this is a very precisely graded card that looks 
terrific.

245 1966 Topps 561 Choo Choo Coleman PSA 7.5 ..... 50
Extremely popular card, this short-print is one of the tough-
est cards in the set. Sharp card has four strong corners, 
perfect color and bright white borders. Slight centering to 
the top border keeps this at a very nice 7.5.

246 1967 Topps
  238 NL Strikeout Leaders (Koufax) PSA 8 ........ 15
247 1967 Topps 239 AL Batting Leaders PSA 8 ........ 15
 
248 1967 Topps  355  Yaz  PSA 9 .......... 400
Key card, this is from Yaz’s only MVP season. Well centered 
with four perfect corners, snow white borders and a perfect 
image, who wants to upgrade one of the key star cards in 
this beloved 1960s Topps set?

249 1967 Topps  476 Perez SP PSA 7.5 ......... 38
A key card, this has four sharp corners and great color. The 
borders are bright white, this is centered slightly to the right 
border.
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250 1967 Topps  569  Rod Carew RC SGC 7.5 ... 150
Sharp card, one of the keys to this super popular set. Cen-
tered to the upper right corner, this otherwise probably 
would have graded an 8 or higher. Solid card, this will be an 
upgrade for most of you.

251 1968 OPC  45 Tom Seaver PSA 9 ...... 150
Stunning condition card, this has four perfect corners, ter-
rific centering a great image and immaculate surfaces. Fully 
deserving of its Mint 9 grade, this seems like such an un-
dervalued card in this market. Only the second-year card of 
this historically great pitcher, how often does such a perfect 
example come to market?

1968 Topps

252 80 Carew BVG 8 ................ 30
Only his second-year card, this is centered slightly to the left 
border with four razor sharp corners.

253 177 Ryan/Koosman RC SGC 7 (ctd) ...... 500
One of the key Topps Rookie Cards, these is a classic card. 
The offered card is well centered with rich color, perfect sur-
faces and four solid corners. Even the back is well centered! 
Solid Ryan 7, it will be interesting to see where these go 
pricewise over the next few years.

254 280 Mantle SGC 7.5 ............ 150
Solid card, this is reasonably well centered with clean surfac-
es, a great image and four corners that come to solid points. 
The cards exhibit the slightest hints of wear upon very close 
examination, keeping this just below 8 quality.

255 369 Yaz AS PSA 9 ................. 35
 
256 374 Clemente AS PSA 9 ............... 150
An affordable Mint 9 Roberto Clemente card, his regular 
cards go for telephone numbers in 9s. Perfect quality, likely 
from vending, this is perfect for a high grade Clemente col-
lector or someone who is looking to add a nice piece to an 
exceptional quality 68 Topps set.

257 408 Carlton SGC 9 ................. 50
Spotless card, very well centered, the corners show no wear, 
even under magnification. Earlier card of Carlton, perfect 
quality.

258 530 Bird Belters/Robinson PSA 9 ................. 70
Popular card with a great image, this corners show no wear, 
even under magnification, the great certainly looks right to 
us. The centering is nearly 50/50 all around.

259 1969 Kahns  Bill Mazeroski PSA 10 ...... 50
HOFer, it is always nice to get a Kahns HOFers in a Gem 
Mint 10 holder. Perfect quality, this is perfect for a very high 
grade collector or a big Pirates fan.

260 1969 Topps 95 Bench PSA 9 ...... 500
Simply a great card, this has always been more popular than 
his Rookie Card. Not easy to find well centered in Mint 
condition, the offered card is a real beauty. Centering is just 
about perfect, the corners all come to dead Mint points, the 
borders are perfectly white, the great image of a very young 
Johnny Bench posing sans hat could not be any nicer. The 
winning bidder should really enjoy this great card.

261 1969 Topps   573  Palmer PSA 8 ........ 15
 
262 1969 Topps 4/1 Rose/Sutton/Others PSA 6 ...... 150
Very tough card, this is one of the real keys to this very 
scarce and interesting set. Sharp card has four square cor-
ners; heavy centering to the right border keeps this at a 6.

1969 Topps Super Proofs

263 5 Yastrzemski                       PSA Authentic ........... 100
Rare square cut proof, this is the full size example of the 
beloved 1969 Topps Super issue. The condition here appears 
to be a solid Near Mint, with clean surfaces, good color and 
square corners. This has a white line on the right border 
that does not come on the publicly issued card, the color is 
terrific, the image looks great. This is a high quality oddball 
item from a widely collected player, this should be a very 
popular lot.
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1969 Topps Super Proofs

264 24 Mantle PSA Authentic ............ 200
Rare square cut proof, this is the full size example of the 
beloved 1969 Topps Super issue. The condition here appears 
to be a solid Near Mint, with clean surfaces, good color 
and square corners. The larger size offers a nicer image of 
Mantle batting in his final season, this has the white line on 
the right border that sometimes comes on the regular issue 
card. Very desirable oddball item from perhaps the most 
collected player, this should be a very popular lot. These do 
not come to market very often, if you are an advanced Man-
tle collector, you really want to take a good look at this.

265 28 R. Jackson RC PSA Authentic ............ 100
Perhaps the rarest Reggie Jackson Rookie Card, this square 
cut proof card was never issued to the public. This has 
sharp corners and great color, the larger size affords for a 
fine color image of a Rookie Reggie. There is a production 
stamping on the back that we could not identify. A popular 
player among oddball card collectors, how many of you have 
one of these?

266 34 Aaron PSA Authentic ............ 100
Rare square cut proof, this is the full size example of the 
beloved 1969 Topps Super issue. The condition here appears 
to be a solid Near Mint, with clean surfaces, good color and 
square corners. Good oddball item from a widely collected 
player, this should be a popular lot.

267 41 Rose PSA Authentic ............ 100
Rare square cut proof, this is the full size example of the 
beloved 1969 Topps Super issue. The condition here appears 
to be a solid Near Mint, with clean surfaces, good color and 
square corners. One of the best images from this great set, 
the color and image quality are simply terrific. This is a 
very good oddball item from a widely collected player, this 
should be a very popular lot.

268 52 Seaver PSA Authentic ............ 100
Rare square cut proof, this is the full size example of the 
beloved 1969 Topps Super issue. The condition here appears 
to be a solid Near Mint, with clean surfaces, good color and 
square corners. This has the white print line on the right 
border that always seems to be on this card. Good oddball 
item from a widely collected player, this should be a popular 
lot.

269 65 Mays PSA Authentic ............ 100
Rare square cut proof, this is the full size example of the 
beloved 1969 Topps Super issue. The condition here appears 
to be a solid Near Mint, with clean surfaces, good color and 
square corners. This has a white line by the top and right 
borders and some slight possible print marks on the right 
border that do not appear on the publicly issued card. Very 
good oddball item from a beloved and widely collected play-
er, this should be another very popular lot.

270  Collection of 3 different   PSA Authentic .............. 75
Trio of square cut 1969 Topps Super Proofs, these are all 
quite clean. Content is as follows: 10 Luis Aparicio, 51 Jerry 
Koosman and 59 Curt Flood.

1970 Candy Lids

271 17 Denny McLain  PSA 5 ........ 50
Very scarce issue, this is a popular piece. Cut to the bottom 
border, this is otherwise bright and clean.

272 20 Tom Seaver   PSA 3 ...... 150
Crisp and clean, this is one of the scarcest and most desir-
able oddball Tom Seaver and Met items from this era. There 
are no creases, this has good color and it is well centered. 
The back is clean, we do not know why this only graded a 3, 
it happens to be a really nice looking card.

273 22 Mel Stottlemyre  PSA 4 ........ 50
Very tough piece is needed by most Yankee collectors, cut to 
the lower left corner, we are otherwise not sure why this only 
came back a 4, it looks much nicer.

274 1970 Topps 600 Mays PSA 8 ........ 50
Fairly well centered with four sharp corners, this is a great 
card to add to a Near Mint for added heft.

275 1972 Topps 37 Yastrzemski PSA 9 ........ 38

276 1972 Topps 299 Aaron PSA 8 ........ 50
Very strong 8, this is well centered with four very sharp 
corners. Often found with centering issues, this is a really 
nice that will be an upgrade for most of you.
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1973 Topps

277 142 Munson PSA 8 ............... 20
 
278 170 Killebrew PSA 9 ............... 50
Mint card has four perfect corners, top centering and pris-
tine surfaces. Often found with centering issues, this fully 
deserves its grade.

279 174 Gossage RC PSA 9 ............. 125
A very tough card to find in a 9, we plucked this from an 
original vending collection and had it slabbed. Centering is 
virtually 50/50, even the black borders on the back are per-
fect. This is a fine looking Mint 9 example of a HOF Rookie 
card.

280 245 Yaz PSA 8 ............... 27
Well centered with four sharp corners, these usually have 
major centering issues.

281 305 Mays PSA 8 ............... 27
 
282 370 Stargell PSA 9 ............... 40
Superb card, this has perfect centering and Mint corners. 
This looks terrific with its neat landscape image.

283  Unopened Pack PSA 7 ............. 125
Tight, bright and very attractive pack, you could not ask 
more out of a 7. We are not sure which series this is from.

284  Unopened Pack PSA 7 ............. 125
We believe this is from the high number series, but are are 
not certain. Fresh to the hobby, this is a fine looking Near 
Mint or better pack. Anyone want to try and get lucky with a 
Schmidt Rookie 9?

285 1975 Laughlin Super Stand Ups
  Babe Ruth   Ex+ ......... 200
Fun, bright and clean issue is extremely scarce. With excel-
lent eye appeal, this has a perfect standup on the back that 
has not been used, bright color and a clean white back-
ground. There is hardly any wear, this presents as a very 
clean Ex Plus. Bob Laughlin is on the back.

286 1975 Topps  228 Brett RC PSA 8 ........ 30
Key 1970s Rookie, this is reasonably well centered with four 
very sharp corners and great color.

287 1980 Topps  482 Rickey Henderson RC PSA 9 ...... 250
Perfectly centered and Mint, it will be interesting to see 
where these end up at in a few years. Henderson is a histori-
cally great HOFer.

Autographed Cards

288 1939  R303B 11 Joe Gordon 9 ............................ 150
Good piece, this oversized approx. 5x7 card has a fine image 
of a very young Joe Gordon. A HOFer, he has hardly any 
cards, creating a great scarcity for any signed cards. The of-
fered card is a pleasing mid-grade example, signed and very 
neatly inscribed at the time in dark period fountain pen. 
This has only slight wear and displays really well. JSA LOA.

289 1948  Bowman 36  Stan Musial RC  9.5 ................ 150
Key Rookie Card, this is quite crisp and clean. We did not 
see any creases, even under magnification. The surfaces are 
quite clean, the image of Stan looks terrific. Centered to the 
left border, the card itself is a nice Ex-Mt to our eyes. Signed 
by Stan in Mint blue sharpie ink, he added 1948 MVP in 
a great touch that we have not seen before. This is slabbed 
Authentic by PSA DNA.
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